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Shelly P. Harrell

O Pepperdine University

he AP A Convention is right around the corner and
SCRA is offering quite a dhlerse program. Topics

include teaching participatory action research, health psychology
and community psychology, psychology of liberation, ecology
and acculturation. resiliency and urban youth, ethnicity and
substance abuse prevention. school-based prevention program,
and more. See pages 11-12 of this issue for a complete listing
and schedule. Thank you to Yolanda Suarez-Balcazar, our
Convention Program Chair. for organizing such a great program.
Also, don't forget to attend the division award ceremonies and
business meeting!

The Special Feature Section in this issue is International
Communif)-' Psychology: Stories about Reflection and Self-
Transformation in the Pursuit of Social Justice. Section Co-
Editors Chris Sonn and Ingrid Huygens have worked
collaboratively with the contributors to present a stimulating
group of articles. Each piece integrates personal experiences and
reflections giving us a window into what it is like to be a
community psychologist working for social justice in an
international context.

The President's column includes an announcement for
nominations for the next TCP Editor. I will be Editor for only

5 more issues ofTCP and the new Editor's term will begin with
the Fall 2001 issue. If you are interested please feel free to
send me an email (sharrc1hl DCDDCrdinc.cdu)or give me a call
(310-258-2844) with any questions about the position. It is a
wonderful way to be active in the division, network with
members, as well a vehicle for creativity.

FYI regarding future issues: The deadlines for the next three
issues ha\'e been re\'ised as follows:

-Summer 2000 issue: June 16, 2000 (Reflections and work of
SCRA members)
-Fall 2000 issue: September 8, 2000 (Liberation and
Oppression)
-Winter 2001 issue: January 5, 2000 (Special Feature theme
TBA)

Errata: We apologize for the confusion in
the Winter 2000 issue regarding the volume
and issue number. The numbers on the inter-
nal pages were incorrect. The correct volume
and issue appears on the cover page. The
Winter 2000 issue should correctly be
cited as Volume 33. Number 1.

SCRA WEB PAGE
http://www.apa.orgldivisionsldiv27

SCRA LlSTSERV

The SCRA ListscT\' enahlcs SCRA memoc-rs and others to
cngage in stimulating discussions. It also provides access to job
poslings. grant opportunities. and inl()rmation ahout SCRA
C\CnIS. To subs"'Tihc. send your e-mail to: LlSTSERV~
U~"'SERV.UIC. EIJU. I.eave the suJicct area !:>lank.and in )OUI"
message art."3 type: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-I. <yourfirstname>
<yourlaslnamc>.

SCRA WOMEN'S LlSTSERV

rhe SCRA Women's Listscrv enables SCRA memhcrs and
others to accc~s the hcst source of infiJTTnatinn and comment
rclati\e to women in SCRA. It is also the main source of
communication aoout issues relating to the SCRA Committee on
Women.

To suhscribe, send your e-mail to: LlSTSERV@ LlSTSERV.
UIC.EDU. Leave the subject area blWlk. and in your message
area type: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-W <yourlirstname>
<y'ourlastnamc>.

SCRA STUDENT LlSTSERV

The SCRA Siudent Lislscrv is ~tudent initiated run and
maintained Steve RlL••sos. from the University of Kan~as
deserves credit tor the listscrv's audacious start. The SCRA
Student ListSL'TV also has "social coordinators." who will
implement speeial events on the listscrv. like having a "guest of
the month." 10 elicit Q&A. ele. To subscribe. send Y'oure-mail to:
listproc@ukans.edlL Leave the SUbjCL1area blank. and in your
message area type: SUBSCRIBE S-SCRA-L <y'ourlirstname>
<yourlasmame>.
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liaison to the Board of Scientific Affairs. and this was without a
doubt the strongest presence of Division 27 members I've ever
seen ..

April Showers Brin~ ..... More Good Work from SCRA!

Ohope that you've all had as lovely a Spring as we've had
here in Washington, DC, and that you've been able to

take at least a moment or two to enjoy the change in
seasons. Although nature has been in a dormant phase over the
past few months. that hasn '. at all been the case for SCRA! In
this column, I begin by describing two recent events that
demonstrate SCRA's growing influence, ooth as a division of the
American Psychological Association (APA) and as a national
organi7.3tion working to influence public policymaking.

Advocacy Trainin~ for the EC

The advocacy training for the SCRA Executive Comminee (EC)
members mentioned in my previous column took place in
Washington immediately prior to our mid·winter meeting in
February. This training was conducted to increase the capacity
of the division to be involved in policy-related activities and to
advocate on behalf of strength-building policies. Among the
topics covered were the nuts and bolts of how Congress works,
cultural differences between policymakers and researchers, the
role of the federal agencies in implementing policy. and how to
prepare for and communicate effectively in a visit to a
Congressional representative. The day-and-a-half long training
was conducted jointly for Division 27 and Division 37 (Child,
Youth, and Family Services) with support from an APA
interdivisional grant. APA Public Policy staff, Brian Smedley
(chair, SCRA Social Policy Committee), and I conducted the
training.

By all accounts. the advocacy training was a tremendous success!
The highlight of the meeting was a series of visits to Capitol Hill.
Workshop attendees were asked to schedule a visit to their
Senator or Coogressman in advance of the meeting; additional
"last minute" meetings were arranged for those who hadn't set up
meetings in advance. Even though many of the participants were
a bit nervous about going to the Hill and talking with staffers
about their work, all returned feeling quite enthusiastic about the
experience. And, those who hadn't seen much relevance of this
exercise for themselves before the workshop came back as
converts, ready to plan the next set of visits to policymakers.
The workshop was so successful that the Executive Committee
concluded that an advocacy training should be conducted at least
once every three years to help increase the capacity of the
Division to be involved in policy-related activities.

APA Board and Committee l\leetiol!s

The spring meetings of the American Psychological Association
governing Boards and Committees were held at the end of March
(these groups typically meet twice yearly). This time. the
representation of Division 27 members at this meeting was truly
impressive. I've been attending these meetings for about 10
years now, first as an APA staffer, and now as the Division's

So, why does it matter if Division 27 members are part of these
Boards and Committees? It matters because these groups are
responsible for setting the public policy directions of the larger
APA and developing, implementing. and overseeing important
programmatic activities that are of importance and interest to
community psychology. Our involvement in these activities
helps to assure that the substance and perspective of community
psychology is "brought to the table" in the activities of APA and
increases the overall visibility of the discipline and the
profession.

To give you an idea of our representation at the recent meetings,
I've listed below the names of the Division 27 members who
attended (my apologies if I've inadvertently left anyone off of
the list). Both Board and Committee members, and the
individuals assigned by the Division to serve as liaisons to the
APA groups, are indicated (depending on the group, liaisons are
often invited to join the committee members and participate
actively in the meeting).

Board lor the Advancement ofPs\cholOil\! in the Public Interest
George Albee
Melvin Wilson

Board of Scientific Affairs
W. L3Vome Robinson
Andrea Solarz (Div. 27 liaison)

Committee on Children Youth. and Families
Patrick Tolan
Evvie Becker (Div. 27 liaison)

Committee on Disahilitv Issues in Psvcholoi!Y
Carol)T1 Feis (Div. 27 liaison)

Committee on Ethnic Minoritv Affairs
Brian Smedley (Div. 27 liaison)

Committee on International Relations in PsvcholOi~v
Blanca Ortiz-Torres
Denis Nissim·Sabat (Div. 27 liaison)

Committee on Lesbian. Gay and Bise.xual Concerns
Margaret Schneider

Committee on PsycholoQV and AIDS
Irma Scrrdno-Garcia
Gary IlarpL't'
Frank Wong

Committee on Urban Initiatives
Roderick Watts
Rhona Weinstein

Committee on Women in i·s'''choloQV
Meg Bond
Alicia Lucksted (Div. 271iaison)
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SCRA Business/Organization

SCRA F:lections--Don't Fared to Vote!!

Elections for new SCRA officers are now underway. Be sure to
make your vote count!! We have two territic slates of
candidates: Rhona Weinstein and Abe Wandersman for
President-Elect, and Glen White and Margie Rosario for
Member-at-Large. Each of these candidates brings unique
strengths to the Division, and all have been active in SCRA
activities over the years. Please be sure to check out the
candidate statements in this issue ofTCP for additional
information about each ofthcsc individuals.

Chanee in Membership oftbe SCRA Executin Committee

Regrettably, Blanca Ortiz-Torres has decided to step down
from the Member-at-Large position owing to other pressing
demands on her time and resources.

Jean Ann Linney, our Council Representative, has graciously
volunteered to serve as Program Chair for the 2001 APA
meeting, an important activity that is normally the
responsibility of the third-year Member-at-Large. This is a
critical job for the division; if the program chair doesn't do his
or job, then we don't have any SCRA sessions at the APA
meeting! We are exceedingly grateful to Jean Ann for
"stepping up to the plate" to take on this very time consuming
and at times frustrating job.

I am also delighted to be able to repon that Rand,)' Potts has
agreed to serve as Member-at·Large for the remainder of
Blanca's tenn (i.e., until August, 2001), tilling the other
responsibilities of the job. Randy has been an active member of
SCRA, having chaired the Committee on Racial and Cultural
Affairs and the Community Health Interest Group, and serving
on the editorial board of AJCP. His work and interests focus on
spirituality and psychology, issues of oppression, community
action, and on bringing more students of color into SCRA
activities. Randy is located at Holy Cross College in Worcester,
MA. Our appreciation to Randy for his willingness to serve in
this important role.

I)uhlications Committee

Search for New Editor for The Communit,)' Psychol~-
Nominations Needed!: Shelly Harrell's 3-year term as Editor
of The Community Psycho/OXisl (TCP) ends in mid-200 I. We
hope to select a new editor as soon as possible in order to
facilitate a transitioo fi-om Shelly. The TCP Editor publishes up
to tive issues of the TCP each year (including a membership
directory every two years). Duties include recruiting column
editors. soliciting articles and materials fi-ommembers. editing
submissions. overseeing the productioo of the newsletters,
preparing reports on TCP activities for the SCRA Publications
and Executive Committees. and serving as an ex officio member
of the Publicatioos and Ext."CutiveCommittees. The TCP Editor
is appointed by the Executive Committee to a three-year term,
which will begin in mid-2001.

New Chair Needed for SCRA Publications Committee--
Nominations Needed: The 1<."ffi1 of the current chair of the
Publications Committee, Annette Rickel, is due to expire in
August, 2000. The Chair heads a committee that includes the
editors ofTCP and the American Journal a/Community
PsycholoKJ'. The Committee oversees SCRA publication
activities, recommends editors for publications, and explores
publication possibilities with publishers. The chair of the
Publications Committee is appointed by the President ofSCRA
to serve a three-year term (which will begin, August. 2000).

Please send nominations (including self-nominations) for
either position or questions to the chair of the Publications
Committee, Annette Rickel at: Georgetown University. 3800
Reservoir Rd., NW, 302A Kober Cogan. Washington, DC
20007, or via email at rickela@guneLgeorgetown.edu.

Students of Color Interest Group

The EC has approved a proposal to establish a new Students of
Color Interest Group. The development of the interest group
emerged out of several meetings of students of color that took
place at the 1999 Biennial meeting. Issues of concern for the
interest group include needs for mentorship, issues of doing
community research with people of color, and recruiting and
retaining students of color. Vhian Tsen~, who did a terrific
job of presenting the proposal for the interest group to the EC,
will serve as its tirst chair. For additional infonnation or to join
the interest group, please contact Vivian at tseng@psych.nyu.
edu.

Announcements

New SCRA Student Travel Awards Program

I'm delighted to announce that the EC voted at the mid-winter
meeting to establish a program of travel awards to students
presenting papers or posters at the APA or Biennial meeting.
This year, three $150 awards will be given for travel expenses
to the APA meeting in Washington, DC. For additional
infonnation about the criteria for the award, as well as the
process for applying for the award, please contact SCRA
Student Representative Rae Jean Proescholdbell
(raejean@asu.edu). International students participating in the
meeting are especially encouraged to apply for a travel award.

SCRA Award Winners

I'm pleased to announce that the winners of two important
SCRA awards have now been selected:

J. Wilbert Edgerton has been selected as the 2000 winner of
the Award for Distinguished Contributions to Practice in
Community Psychology. Wil has a long and distinguished
career in public service devoted to the development of rural
mental health services and the enhancement of mental health
services in the public sector. Wil scrved as president of the
division 1973-74. and has been a member of the division since
its inception ..
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Stephanie Rixu has bt.>ensdected as the 2000 winner of the
Award for Distinguished Contribution to Theory and Research.
Stephanie is an influential feminist scholar who has had a major
impact on community psychology and women's studies. Her
\\'ork; has focused on such issues as the mutual impacts of
violence and poverty on women. feminist research methods.
and gender and work.

Wil and Stephanie will receive their awards and deliver award
addresses at the 2000 APA meeting in Washington. DC.

Biennial Silt' 2003

The site for the 2003 SCRA Biennial meeting has now been
selected. I am pleased to announce that New Mexico Highlands
University in Las Vegas. NM (not NV!) will host the meeting.
with Jean Hill (jeanhill@worldplaces.com). Associate
Professor of Psychology. chairing the local site committee. Las
Vegas. a largely Hispanic community. occupies a beautiful
natural setting in a rural area. This will be our first Biennial
meeting "west ofthc Mississippi" in quite a few years.
providing an especially good opportunity for our western
colleagues to attend.

Mt'nlorin~ Initiath'e

With leadership from our two student representatives. Rae Jean
Proescholdbell and Rachel Uecker-Klein. and chair of the
new Students of Color (nterest Group Vi\:ian Tseng. we have
made substantial progress in mapping out options for a student
mentoring initiative. At our recent Executive Committee
meeting. the EC endorsed the initiative. giving it a "green
light." (fyou would like to become involved in this activity.
please feel free to contact me (asolarz@prodigy.net) or any of
the students taking a lead in the project: Rae Jean
(raejean@asu.edu). Rachel (rachel@psych.nyu.edu). or Vivian
(tseng@xp. psych .n)U.edu).

New SCRA Fellows

At the mid-winter meeting. the EC approved several people for
SCRA Fellow status; our congratulations go to: Brian Bishop.
Da\'id FI")·cr. Keith Humphre~!s. Thorn Moore, Fran Norris.
Dou~ Perkins. and Deborah Salem (see announcement below
for more infonnation about SCRA Fellows).

It's Time to Nominate SCRA Fellows!

Each year. SCRA seeks to recognize a variety of exceptional
contributions that sib'T1ificantlyadvance the field of community
research and action including. but not limited to. theory
development. research. cvaluation. tea,ching. intervention.
policy development and implementation. advocacy.
con~ultation. program development. administration and service.
A SCRA Fellow is someone who provides evidence of "unusual
and outstanding contributions or perfonnance in commlUliry
research and action." Fcllows show evidence of (a) sustained
productivity in community research and action over a period of
a minimum of five years; (b) distinctive contributions to

knowledge and/or practice in community psychology that are
recognized by others as excellent; and (c) impact beyond the
immediate setting in which the Fellow works. Self
nominations are encoura~ed.

This year. we are moving the process of selecting SCRA
Fellows up earlier. To assure the fullest possible consideration.
complete nominations packages (to include a Uniform Fellow
Application. 3-6 letters of support. a vita. and a personal
statement) should be submitted to Andrea Solarz by Octoher
15.2000. Questions about the 2000-2001 Fellowship
nomination process or requests for materials should be directed
to Andrea Solarz at asolarz@prodigy.net or 703/931-7211.

APA Pr~ramIVolunteer Initiatin

As you'lI see elsewhere in the TCP. we have another
outstanding program planned for the upcoming APA meeting in
Washington, DC (August 4-8, 2000). I hope that many of you
are already planning to attend.

J've just received news of a new initiative designed to harness
the energy of convcntion attcndees to contribute to the city's
volunteer base during the week of the Convention. The goal of
the initiative is to have each person attending the APA
Convention provide at least two hours of volunteer work while
they are in Washington. and to have each psychologist/graduate
student who does not attend the Convention provide at least two
hours of volunteer service in his or her O\\TI community during
the week the Convention takes place.

A list has been assembled of agencies in OC that are interested
in having small groups of one-time volunteers (e.g .•
organizations serving the homeless. children. older adults).
Assistance can also be provided with arranging community
workshops (e.g .• at a church or school) or outreach
opportunities (e.g .• with a needle exchange program designed to
prevent the spread of HIV disease) on subjects in "'hich
psychologists have expertise (e.g .• ADHD, violence prevention.
substance abuse treatment).

We have been asked to assign a representative to assist with
recruiting members to participate in the program and help
match individuals to volunteer opportunities. If you would be
interested in taking on this role. please let me know ASAP
(asolarZ@prodigy.net). Although preferable. the representative
need no/live in the Washington area.

0087 FOR6ET TO VOTE!!
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STATEMENTS FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT

Abraham Wandersman, Ph.D.
Nominee for President-Elect

CURRENT POSITION
Professor. Department of Psychology, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC

EDUCA nON
Ph.D 1976 Cornell University; B.A. 1970 S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook

SUMMARY OF SCRA INVOLVEMENT
Planning Committee of first and sixth biennials in South Carolina
Ad hoc reviewer for American Journal of Community Psychology
Co-editor of special issue of American Journal of Community Psychology

SAMPLE PUBLICATIONS
Dalton,J., Elias. M. & Wandersman, A. (2000) Community Psvcholo2V: Linking Individuals and Communities. Wadsworth.
Wandersman, A., Imm. P., Chinman, M. & Kaftarian, S. (2000) Getting to Outcomes: Methods and tools for planning, evaluation
and accountability. Evaluation and Program Planninc.
Wandersman, A. & Nation, M. (1998) Urban neighborhoods and mental health. Psychological contributions to understanding social
toxicity. resilience and interventions. American Psvcholog.ist, 53,6. 647-656.
Fettennan. D., Kaftarian, S., & Wandersman, A. (1996) EmDOwerment evaluation: Knowled2c and tools for self-assessment and
accountability. Sage.

Health and personal growth, self-detennination, social justice, collaboration and democratic participation. sense of community re-
spect for human diversity. and empirical grounding-are proposed as seven core values in community psychology (Dalton. Elia~ &
Wandersman, 2000). I applaud the efforts of past and present SCRA members to further these values. I am impressed with the ef-
forts of recent presidents ofSCRA to develop new directions and linkages with other professional and practitioner groups. I would
like to help sustain these efforts and further some new ones.

Community psychology has had many successes. It has brought concepts like social support. prevention and context into the main-
stream of psychology. It is helping to bring sense of community, diversity and cultural competence into the mainstream. Commu-
nity psychology can enhance our contribution to additional areas that link individuals and communities and that can improve the
quality of life in our communities. The areas of program evaluation. accountability and (big) systems change provide entree for com-
munity psychologists to use theory. research and action to improve the quality of life in our communities. I would like to facilitate
the development of community psychology in these areas. There are many jobs and projects in the nonprofit and governmental sec-
tors that aim to improve the physical and mental health of individuals and communities on a large scale. For example, I am working
with the Governor's office on a statewide initiative for improving school readiness, involving county partnerships in the 46 counties
in South Carolina. The work includes developing and evaluating the grant process that provides .
Below are some strategies for expanding the role of community in these areas:

I. Increase our development of theory and practice in program evaluation, accountability and systems change by holding symposia
and workshops at the biennial. national and regional meetingsresources for change at the individual, family. facility and com-
munity level. This is a major initiative that should influence many lives and provides many opportunities to work in ways con-
gruent with the values of community psychology

2. Build on existing links to other divisions and build new linkages with relevant divisions (e.g., 5 evaluation)
3. Develop new linkages with other professional associations with similar interests such as the American Evaluation Association.

Orthopsychiatry. and Society of Public Health Educators.

In brief, the future is bright for strengthening the field of community psychology and the contributions it can make to society.
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Rhona S. Weinstein, Ph.D.
Nominee for President-Elect

Current Position: Professor of Psychology. University of California. Berkeley

Education: 1967 B.A.. McGill University; 1973, Ph.D., Yale University

SCRA Involvement:

Editorial Board (I 987-present)_ American Journal of Community Psychology; SCRA Fellow (elected 1986); Student Travel Award
Committee (1993); Sarason Award Committee (1991-1995. 1998); Fellows Committee (1987-1989); Dissertation Award Committee
(1984-1987, Chair, 86-87)

Recent Work:

Weinstein, R.S. (book in preparation) The Power of Expectations in Schooling.

Weinstein. R.S., Renfro, R., Brooks, H.S., McKown, C. & Madison, S. (in preparation). A multicultural transfonnation of commu-
nity psychology: Getting "real" about inclusion. Set of papers presented at SCRA Biennial, New Haven, CT.

Alvidrez., 1. & Weinstein, R.S. (1999). Early teacher perceptions and later academic achievement. Journal of Educational Psychol-
ogy, 91. 731-746.

Weinstein, R.S. (1998). Promoting positive expectations in schooling. In N. Lambert & B.L. McCoombs (Eds.). Issues in School Re-
form: A Sampler of Psychological Perspectives on Leamer-Centered Schools. American Psychological Association.

Ozer, E. J., Weinstein, R.S., Maslach, C, & Siegel, D. (1997). Adolescent AIDS prevention in context: The impact of peer educator
qualities and classroom environments on intervention efficacy. American Journal of Community Psychology, 25, 289-323.

Weinstein, R.S. (1996). High standards in a tracked system of schooling: For which students and with what educational supports.
Educational Researcher (Special Issue), 8, 16-19.
Personal Statement

Our discipline has made exciting strides since its inception: however, there are important miles yet to walk. Our earliest roots were
fueled by the civil rights movement, reform of the mental health system. development of anti-poverty programs, and citizen partici-
pation in social action. We were critical of the paradigmatic narrowness of psychology which failed to do justice to the prevention of
broad-scale social problems. Although we have played an important role in placing prevention on the national agenda, our efforts
have been focused largely on person-centered approaches to the relative neglect of system reform.

In the face of punitive policies and failing institutions, we must deepen our commibnent to the prevention of social problems. such as
poverty, under-emplo)TTlent, school failure, health risks, violence, and discrimination. The increasing gap between rich and poor ••
in income and access to quality education, health care, psychological and physical safety - places minorities and immigrants at spe-
cial risk and undermines the strength of our nation. We must direct sustained attention to the creation of effective institutions and
community settings that will promote adaptive development for increasingly diverse populations. Recent Division initiatives are
moving the system reform agenda forward through partnerships with communities (Community Action-Research Centers), and mul-
tidisciplinary efforts to strengthen the minority pipeline and foster resilient children.

If elected President, I will encourage research, action, and policy for the prevention of social problems through system reform. We
must partner among ourselves (linking practice and research, older and newer members, and multiple constituencies) and with other
Divisions to strengthen Psychology's contributions. This means synthesizing knowledge and stimulating new work about etiological
factors, effective institutions. change strategies at system, community, and national levels, and evaluation of social change. Critical
to this effort is integrative thinking about and across systems of health, welfare, education, and criminal justice, sustained partner-
ships with diverse communities, including varied ethnic-minority communities, and attention to the "scaling-up" of system reforms.
We have much to offer, since we are unique in our interest and expertise across systems of care. I look forward to engaging the Di-
vision in analysis and action about preventive intervention through system reform.
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STATEMENTS FOR MEMBER-AT-LARGE

Margaret Rosario, Ph.D.
Nominee for Member-At-Large

Mission Statement:

It is critical for community psychology to attract and actively involve many more minority voices in the division. For a number of
reasons colleagues of ethnic, racial, and sexual minorities can greatly enrich our discourse and understanding. They have valuable
information to share about the subtle and insidious manifestations of stigma, prejudice, and discrimination. They often have first-
hand experience with the toll these chronic stressors exact on individuals and communities. Their rich experience also is necessary
to ensure that the research and applied endeavors of community psychology become even more sensitive and nuanced. especially
given the quantity of basic and applied work conducted with ethnic. racial, and other minority participants.

I will attempt to increase the number of minority members in the division. I will contact appropriate organizations (e.g., Divisions
44 and 45), but not merely to send brochures or other infonnation about our division. I would like to start a dialogue with these divi-
sions to assess how they perceive our division and why their members do not participate in our division as actively as we would like.
We must assess whether a misperception or unflattering evaluation of our division exists, whether simple ignorance about our phi-
losophy and approaches exists, or whether some other explanation(s) accounts for the low involvement rate. I strongly believe that
without infonnation, we cannot hope to correct the under-representation of minority members in the division. In essence, we need
the infonnation to design and implement the intervention most likely to succeed in increasing minority representation.

Current Position:
Associate Professor in Psychology
The Graduate Center and City College
The City University of New York

Educational Background:
B.A., psychology, Princeton University, 1975.
M.A.• psychology. New York University, 1983.
Ph.D., community psychology, New York University, 1985.

SCRA Involvement:
Chair-Elect, Committee on Women, 1998-1999.
Chair, Committee on Women, 1999-2000.
Editorial Board, American Journal of Community Psychology, since 1998.

Recent Work:
Personal identity and determinants of HIV-related risk behaviors among gay and lesbian youth; exposure to commW1ity violence and
its consequences among inner-city youth; evaluation, importance, and integration of multiple personal identities.

Sample of Recent Publications:
Rosario, M., Rotheram-Borus, MJ .• & Reid, H. (1996). Gay-related stress and its correlates among gay and bisexual male

adolescents of predominantly Black and Hispanic background. Journal of Community Psychology, 24,136-159.
Rosario, M., Mahler, K.A., Hunter, J., & Gwadz. M. (1999). Understanding the unprotected sexual behaviors of gay, les·

bian, and bisexual youths: An empirical test of the Cognitive-Environmental Model. Health Psychology, 18,272-280.
Rosario, M., Hunter, J., Maguen, S., Gwadz, M., & Smith, R. (In press). The coming-out process and its adaptational and

health-related associations among gay, lesbian, and bisexual youths: Stipulation and exploration of a model. American Journal of
Community Psychology.
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Glen W. White, Ph.D.
Nominee for Member-At-Large

Current Position:
Associate Professor, Human Development and Family Life
Co-Director, Research and Training Center on Independent Living. University of Kansas

Education:

B.A. Psychology and Sociology, Winona State University, 1973
M.S. Educational Psychology and Counseling, Winona State University, 1980
M.A. Developmental and Child Psychology, University of Kansas, 1988
Ph.D. Developmental and Child Psychology, University of Kansas. 1991.

Program emphasis on Rehabilitation and Independent Living

SCRA Involvement:
C<>-Director. SCRA Disability Special Interest Group (1995-1999)
Special Issue Editor, "Disability and Community Psychology" in The Community PsvcholOlizist (1997).

Selected Work:
Fawcett, S. B.• White. G. W.• Balcazar. F. E.• Suarez-Balcazar. Y.• Mathews. R. M.• Paine. A. L.• Seekins. T.• & Smith. J. F.

(1994). A contextural-behavioral model of empowerment: Case studies with people with disabilities. American Journal ofCommu·
nity Psvcholo.v, 22(4). 471-496.

White, G. W., Paine· Andrews, A. L., Mathews, R. M., & Fawcett, S. B. (1995). Home access modifications: Their effects on
community visits of people with physical disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analvsis. 28(4). 457-463.

White. G. W.• Thomson. R.• & Nary. D. E. (1997). An empirical analysis of the effects ofa self-administered advocacy letter
training program. Rehabilitation Counsel in. Bulletin. 41(2). 74-87.

White, G. W., Nary, D. E., & Froehlich, A. K. (2000). Consumers as collaborators in research and action. Journal of Preven-
tion and Intervention in the Community.

Seekins. T.• White. G. W., Ravesloot. c.. Norris. K., Szalda-Petree. A., Lopez, J. c.. Golden, K., & Young. Q. R. (1999). De-
veloping and evaluating community-based health promotion programs for people with disabilities. In R. J. Simeonsson, & L. N.
McDevitt (Eds.).lssues in disability & health: The role ofsecondarv conditions and Qualitv of life (pp. 221-238). Chapel Hill: Uni-
versity of North Carolina, FPG Child Development Center.

White. G. W.• & Fawcett, S. B. (2000). Independent living and people with disabilities. In J. Rappaport & E. Seidman (Eds.).
Handbook of Communi tv Psvcholo2v. New York: Plenum Publications.

Descriotion of Recent Work:

Most of my recent work has been in the area of improving the lives of people with physical disabilities. 1am a fmn believer in the
philosophy of participatory action research which allows participants to have a voice in actively shaping the goals, procedures, and
outcomes of my research. My research is often focused on the staff and consumers of the over 350 Centers for Independent Living
in the us. All of my research is applied and based in the community. This research often focuses on ways to help people with dis-
abilities to live more empowered lives and to teach them skills to help reduce their discrimination and marginalization by society.
Most recently, my research projects are more geared toward health promotion and reduction of secondary conditions (e.g., pressure
sores, urinary tract infections, depression) in people with disabilities living in the community. I recently organized and executed a
successful national conference in Chicago, on Secondary Conditions and People with Disabilities from Mincrity Cultures, with fund-
ing trom the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, The Paralyzed Veterans of America, the National Institutes of Health, and
the National Indian Health Service. This invited conference brought in consumers with disabilities, disability researchers, public
health professionals and service providers, many who are from minority cultures (e.g., Hispanic American, Native American, and
Atrican American). While the conference results informed my own research efforts at the University of Kansas, it also helped to ad-
vance the research and public policy agenda in this area.
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SCRA PROGRAM FOR APA 2000
Washington, D.C., August 4--8,2000

EVENT, TITLE:, •• d CHAIRPERSON DAvrrlME

Symposium: Matching Pedagogy to Practice: 8/4 Fri: 8:00 am - 9:50 am
Teaching Participatory Action Research
Mary Brydon-Miller, PhD

Paper Session: Ecological l)e,,-c]opmental 814 Fri: 10:00 am - 10:50 am
Approach to Vulnerability
Kathlt'ef1 ElL rhD

Symposium: Health Psychology and Community 8/4 Fri: 11:00 am ~ 12:50 pm
Psychology: Using Research to Illustrate
Linkage
Leonard A. Jason. PhO

Poster Session: Minority Issues, Diversity. 814 Fri: ):00 pm· I :50 pm
Public I Jcalth
Kelly L. I laze!. PhI>

S)mposium: Psychology of Liberation 8/4 Fri: 2:00 pm· 2:50 pm
in the Context of AfTican Americans
Fabricio Balcar.dT, rhD

Invited Address: Using Emotionallntclligence 8/4 Fri: 3:00 pm· 4;50 pm
10 Improve the Effectiveness of Community
Groups
Car)' Cherniss. PhD

Symposium: Truly Collaborative Community-University 8/5 Sat: 9:00 am - 9:50 am
Partnerships with Minority Groups
Gary W. Harper. l'hO

Discussion: Graduate Student Stipend and &/5 Sat: 10:00 am - 10:50 am
Research Funding: Issues and Directions
RachellJecker-Klein. MA
Rae Jean Proescholdbell. MA

S)mposium: Future of Pre\'cntion: Issues 8/5 Sat: 11:00 am - 12:50 pm
and Strategies
Joseph A. Ourlak. PhO

S)mposium: Ecolog)" and Acculturation 8/5 Sat: 1:00 pm - 1:50 pm
of Immigrant Youth: Culture and
Context Matter
Edison J. Trickett PhD

Discussion: Reflections on Next Steps K/5 Sat: 2:00 pm - 3:50 pm
for Communit)' Research and Action
Andrea 1.. Solarz.• ' ••.•D

Discussion: Encouraging Rcsilienc)': 8/6 Sun: 8:00 am - 8:50 am
Perspectives of Urban Youth and Mental
lleahh Professionals
Nancy Tashman. PhD

S)mposium: Role of Ethnicity in the 8/6 Sun: 10:00 am - 10:50 am
Design ofSubstancc Abuse '~evention
James G. Emshoff. PhD

FACIUTYIROOM

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Georgia Room

Capitol Hilton lIotel:
California Room

Capitol Hilton Hotel:
California Room

Washington Convention
Center: Itall A

Renaissance Ma)11ower
Hotel: Pennsylvania Room

Rennaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Georgia Room

Capitaillilton Hotel
California Room

Capital Hilton Hotel
California Room

Capital Hilton Hotel
California Room

Capital Hilton Hotel
California Room

Capital Hilton Hotel
Cali fornia Room

Capital Hi Iton Hotel
Federal Room A

Renaissance Ma)11ower
Itote!: Massachusetts
Room
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Poster Session: Children, Youth. and
Families
Kelly L Hazel. PhD

Presidential Address: Investing in
Children, Families. and Communities:
An Interdivisional Public Policy
Collaboration
Andrea L. Solar7~ f'11D

Award Ceremony: Award for
Contributions to Theory and
Research
Stephanie Riger

Business Meeting

Social Hour

Symposium: Mental Health Consumer
Participation in Policy, Services. and
Research
Rrian H. McCorkle., PhD

Award Ceremony: Award for
Contributions to Practice in
Wilbc."rtEdgerton

Discussion: Minority Pipeline and
Affinnative Action Interdivisional
Initiative
Kenneth I. Maton. PhD

Symposium: Multiple Perspectives on
the Implementation of School-Based
Prevention Programs
Roger P. Wcissbc."Tg.PhD

Number of Sessions: 22

8/6 Sun: 11:00 am -11:50 am

8/6 Sun: 3:00 pm - 3:50 pm

8/6 Sun: 4:00 pm • 4:50 pm

8/6 Sun: 5:00 pm - 5:50 pm

8/6 Sun: 6:00 pm - 6:50 pm

8/7 Mon: 8:00 am - 9:50 am

8/7 Mon: 10:00 am • 10:50 am

8/7 Mon: 11:00 am - II :50 am

817Mon: 1:00 pm - 2:50 pm

Washington Convention
Center: Hall A

Rennaisance Mayflower
Hotel: Pennsylvania Room

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Pennsylvania Room

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Pennsylvania Room

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Georgia Room

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Rhode Island Room

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Virginia Room Community Psychology

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Georgia Room

Renaissance Mayflower
Hotel: Georgia Room

if~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ List of SCRA Reviewers for 2000 ~
'\ .;
'\ Rachel Becker-Klein Cathy Lawrenz Noel Kinder .;
" Laura M. Chesniak Rhonda K. Lewis Annette Rickel II
.• Joseph Durlak Mark L. Linblad Susan Wolfe ~
'\ Maurice J. Elias Lorna Londoo Daniel Chesir- Teran .;
'\ Vincent T. Francisco Eric Mankowski Fabricio Balcazar I>
" James G. Kelly Ken Maton Cynthia Rohrbeck II
.• Leah M. Kinney Robin L. Miller Toshi Sasao ~

'\ Daniel J. Kruger Thorn Moore Chris Fegley .;
" Gary W. Harper Adrienne Paine-Andrews Tamara Gathright .;
.• Shelly Harrell Mike Schoenberg Yolanda Suarez-Balcazar
'\ Erin Hayes Renee Taylor Aparna Sharma .;
'\ Gloria Levin Tina Taylor-Ritzier .p
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~
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Introductory Remark:
Robyn Miller, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Chicago

Ongoing examination of value questions is an important part of
community psychology practice. As interventionist, we have a
special obligation to explore the moral issues raised by our so-
cial change efforts and are obligated to submit our own practice
to scrutiny. In the winter issue ofTCP, Rebecca Campbell ex-
plored the role of emotions in creating social change. Her essay
attempts to link our values to our practice and focus us on how
we experience our work. In this essay, reprinted from the
SCRA listserv, Lenny Jason asks us to reexamine contemporary
understandings of ethics in community and social inll.Tvention.
Jason reminds us of the inherent ambiguity of enacting ethical
principles and the importance of overcoming ambivalence to
discuss the many risks inherent in our work.

Unintended Consequences
of Community lotenrentions

Lenny Jason, Ph.D., DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois

I have recently begun thinking about unintentional negative
consequences that at times can occur when we mount social and
community interventions. In particular, I have been thinking
about issues of safety, both to our participants as well as stu-
dents, when we mount these types of interventions. How ex-
plicit should we be in recognizing these potential risks and
what is our responsibility to incorporate safety instructions and
other prottX.1ivepractices into our work?

Since I entered graduate school in 1971, I have worked on hun-
dreds of preventive and community interventions that have in-
volved hundreds of students and thousands of participants.
Overall, I feel proud of my accomplishments, which are often
in the "small" win category. However, in implementing these
interventions, I have sometimes placed my students and partici-
pants at risk. How open are we in acknowledging risks to
safety? Clearly, such risks are a reality in conducting commu-
nity research, and when we work within communities, unpre-
dictable, tragic, and even catastrophic events can occur. How-
ever, as professionals, how safe is it to talk about these things?
Speaking for mysel f, I know that at professional meetings and
in publications, I am much more comfortable sharing my suc-
cesses and triwnphs rather than the unintended negative conse-
quences of some of my community interventions. If traumatic
events occasionally occur when we develop or implement so-
cial and commooity interventions. do such events compromise
the positive benefits of our collaborations and work? Is not rec-
ognition of these risks and realities a subtle barrier in any of our
efforts to understand fully the consequences of our attempts at
social change?

Let me be more specific. As a graduate student, I worked for 4
years on developing and evaluating infant stimulation programs
in Rochester, New York. I loved this work, as I interacted col-

laboratively with families and infants, learning as much from
them as I was able to teach. The infants were driven to a cen-
ter twice weekly to socialize with other infants, and many
paraprofessionals provided them a socially stimulating envi-
ronment. Once a week, we brought the educational program
into the parents' homes so that family members could learn
from the work we were doing. and parents could panicipate in
our program. We also had a parent support group weekly, and
we drove the parL"Iltsto the group and gave them money for
baby sitters. Parents and infants enjoyed this program, and
we had a waiting list offamilies who wanted to be part of this
comprehensive preventive intervention. Eventually we trained
up the staff at two neighborhood health centers to take over
the programs. The programs continued after I left Rochester,
so I was pleased that these interventions had been fully
adopted by the communities. However, about one year after I
left the program and was in Chicago, I was told that one in-
fant was killed in an automobile accident during the transpor-
tation to our center. I felt crushed upon hearing of this, and I
wondered if all the work with hundreds of children and par-
ents over four years was worth it. The people who were man-
aging the programs continued them, and the parents also felt
that the programs were worthy and needed to continue even in
spite of this trajedy. For over 20 years, I never felt it was ap-
propriate to talk about this event with either students or col-
leagues, and I wonder why I just kept this to myself. Some-
times terrible things happen when trying to bring about
change, but these things are difficult for me to discuss. Is it
not essential to bring these types of events into the open? I
wonder what some of the reasons are for my denial or refusal
to be more open about these types of events in the late 1970's
and early 1980's on infant and child passenger restraint legis-
lation.

In the next incident, to protect this person's confidentiality, I
have changed some of the circumstances and identifying in-
formation. In the mid 1980's, I was working with about 20
undergraduates and graduate students on a host of different
preventive and community interventions in Chicago. One of
my brightest and most idealistic undergraduates was volun-
teering on one of these projects, and was walking in what I
thought was a safe area of Chicago. She was aWucted by
three young men and raped. She was hospitalized and suf-
fered some brain injuries. She could only remember a few of
the details of this tragic event. Even as I describe this for you.
I once again feel the pain and emotions that I experienced
over 15 years ago. The student returned to DePaul and gradu-
ated. Neither her nor her family ever blamed me for this trag-
edy. I stayed in close touch with her as she went to a graduate
program in a health-related field. She was a gifted and tal-
ented person. and I marveled at how well she had handled her
trawna. If one can say that one has a favorite student, she
clearly was mine. She eml:xx1iedall of the values that I had
taught in my classes. I only wish I had more students Ylith her
dedication and values. After finishing the graduate program,
she worked as a community-based advocate for about 4 years.
She then was hospitalized for medical reasons, and died
shortly after. She wrote me several letters before she died. and
she was always thoughtful, supportive and complimentary of
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our work together. I was so proud of what she had accom-
plished as a professional. Her mother remained in touch with
me. and she never blamed me for her daughter's death. But
this student died, and her death could have been connected
with the trauma she received while volunteering on one of my
projects. I have kept this experience to myself for over IS
years.

After this incident. I became even more concerned about
safety issues involving students and staff. As more colleges
and universities implement service-based learning programs
that involve sending students into the community, I wonder
whether appropriate training and precautions are being taken
to protect them. My main point in sharing these stories with
you is to open up a dialogue about issues related to safety.
risk, and responsibility-taking in our work. I believe there
needs to be more recognition of the very real risks and possi-
ble personal consequences of our work in community senings.

'.,.ttl)..,.~t~~.,.~l
C~l44H-'"

Child Soldiers and Ps)'chosocial Trauma:
The Sah'adorao Civil War Case

Nelson Portillo
Loyola University Chicago

EI Salvador. the smallest country of Central America, was
without any doubt one of the most convulsed places in Latin
America during the decade of the 80's. For almost 12 years.
most of its civilian population suffered and experiroced the hor-
ror of war, ideological polarization, and political repression. It
was not until 1992 that the Salvadoran civil war came to an end
when the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN)
and the Salvadoran government subscribed the Peace Accords
with the mediation of the United Nations. However. by that
time the civil conflict had left more than 75 thousand casualties.
had pushed out of the country more than a million of people,
and had costed more than $6 billion in military aid to the
United States government.

Although many experts agree that a long history of oppres-
sion, military authoritarism. and high conce:1tration ofland in
the oligarchy's hands was behind such obscure passage, the
Salvadoran armed conflict heightened much more the prevalent
social injustice conditions. specially, for the poor, peasants and
children. The physical and psychological health of children is at
stake. and more particularly, the children that fought during the
war. The child soldier phenomenon --adolescents and children
under eighteen years old involved in any war operatioJ1.-.has
repeatedly been reported in many armed conflicts around de
world (see Goodwin-Gill & Cohn, 1994) as well as its serious
and long lasting psychosocial effects (see Apfel, 1996; Gar-
barino. Kostelny, & Dubrow, 1991). In EI Salvador. for in-
stance. the number of child soldiers represented approximately
20 percent of the total of the guerrilla forces when the conflict

finished and an unknoWTIbut also high percentage of the gov-
ernmental army (Leskinen. 1996). In fact. the Salvadoran
Anned Forces (FAES) had to recruit betwecn 12 and 20 thou-
sand of their members from the young and poor social stratums
of Salvadoran society every year to serve an obligatory two-
year military service.

Immersed in such social and political upheaval, Ignacio
Martin-Bara --a Jesuit priest and avant-garde Latin American
social psychologist- was studying very closely the impact that
the civil war was having on the Salvadoran population until a
US-trained military command killed him in 1989 in the well-
known Jesuit massacre at the University of Central America
(UCA). Martin-Baro (1990) contended that the traditional no-
tion of psychological trauma was useless to explain what the
war was provoking on the mental health of the population. Of
course the conflict was causing tremendous mental distress on
the Salvadoran people, but instead of merely looking at the psy.
chological effects, he questioned the social conditions that were
provoking them. To expand and capture the nature of the effects
caused by the war. he proposed the term psychosocial trauma.
which is the "concrete crystalli7.ation in individuals of aberrant
and dehumanizing social relations ... ofexploitation and struc-
tural oppression" (Martin-Bara. in Aron and Come. p. 125).
Martin-Bara (1990) explained that the nature of psychosocial
trauma is dialectic in the sense that is socially generated, but its
effects hinge on several factors as social stratum origin. degree
of participation or closeness to war events. personality. and per·
sonal experiences. In other words, traumatizations do not affect
mechanically people and. more importantly, psychological ef-
fects constitute social-historical products. Moreover. the dialec-
tic character of psychosocial trauma permits to recognize that
(I) the ways of understanding and finding solutions are within
the social structures rather than inside the '"psyche" of the per.
son and (2) that level oftrumatization and concomitant effects
over time depend on the maintenance of specific war-social re·
lationships (Martin-Baro, 1990).

In war contexts, psychosocial trauma. as Comas-Diaz., Ly-
kes. and Alarcon (1998) point out, constitutes an everyday ex-
perience rather than a one-time event. In that sense. "the
slaughter of individuals, the disappearance of loved ones, the
inability to distinguish what is one's OWTIexperience trom what
others say it is. the militarization of institutions., and the ex-
treme polarization of social life have. despite their clear abnor-
mality. come to be accepted as normal" (Comas-Diaz et aI.,
1998, p.782). Obviously. this is much more of what the psychi-
atric notion of trauma can say about situations of war.

Similar things can be alleged about the Posnraumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) because it suffers from a series of con-
ceptual and ideological deficiencies. For instance. the PTSD
tends to omit or blur the source of traumatization. it reduces the
traumatization to an individual level overlooking its social
scope, and it also implies that traumatization is total or partially
impossible to be avoided or prevented (see other critics on
Becker, 1995; Comas-Diaz et aI., 1998; Simpson, 1995; Sum-
merfield, 1995).
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In general, the comprehc."siveness ofthc psychosocial
trawna concept relies on the definition of mental hC'cilthcon~
ceived by Martin-Bar6 (1990). He argued that mental health
docs not constitute basically a psychological state but rather a
reflection of the social relations established in a specific s~
cial.historic context. Only in that way, psychological symp-
toms and socially distorted relationships would be a '''normal''
response to "abnormal" events as noted by Comas·Oiaz et al.

In an article entitled "War and Psychosocial Trauma of
Salvadoran Children" (see. for an English version. Aron and
Come. 1996. pp. 122-135). Manin-Bar6 stated that the
"normal abnormality" of war would affect specially the chil-
dren who had to grow and build their identities within dehu·
mani7.ing relationships. Although many children suffered the
war. the case of child soldic."fsis explicitly paradigmatic be~
cause it represents the living evidence of dehumani7.ing rela·
tionships in armed conflicts.

In EI Salvador. specifically. many children fought a war
that they could hardly understand as well as its further impli.
cations. During the wartime. the guerrilla and governmental
forces tried to "gain the minds and the hearts" of the Salva-
doran population about their goals and children were not the
exccption. Both groups manipulated those who were willing
or forcc.-dto join them with valucs of"patriotism" and "social
justice through revolution:' but it was clear that the younger
population was just the quarry to seek for the lives to be sacri-
ficed. In fact. Martin-Bar6 (1989) found that 31.4 percent of
children living in non~war zones wanted to be combatants.
which he thought was an indicator of the "militarization of the
minds" of Salvadoran children.

More specifically, idcologization played an important
role within the psychological strategies of war used to "gain
the minds and the hearts" of children. In recent study carried
out in EI Salvador, a striking percl."tage of former guerrilla
child soldiers --more than QO pcrcent- mentioned that they
had joined the leftist groups because they wanted more
"social justicc" and because their participation was crucial in
that respect. One may wonder. how a ten years old child can
make the decision to participate in an armed conflict and be
willing to liquidate the "enemy" on behalf of the "people's
revolution," They were not playing cowboys or the "good"
and "bad" guys; they had real machine guns. This is important
to be highlighted ifit is taken into account that half of the for-
mer gum ilia child soldiers surveyed were combatants during
the war. On the other hand. the government insisted on the
necessity of··swcc.-ping out" the "communists" from the coun-
try, a manichaen Cold War principle that the United States
supported by spending enormous amounts of money for mili-
tary assistance.

Besides ideologization. recruitment was utilized to
enlarge the trenchs of both armed groups. but over all, the
governmental military forces used it more extensively. Re-
cruitml."t operations were JX."fc."nialdue to the high number
of members that they needed year by year. In fact, some au-
thors (Leskinen, 1996) have pointed out that, in some cases,

military used to take children after their school classes and
that coercion and physical violence was at hand to carry out
their goal. This repetitive situation happened despitc the fact
that Salvadoran families pleaded the authorities to release
those who where too young. In other cases, many children
had to join armed groups because their relatives were in-
volved in the war or because they faced the abrupt lost of
their families.

Now. eight years after, the war is over but hundreds of
former child soldiers remain psychologically and physically
disabled. The "muchachos" or '1he boys," as guerrilla com-
batants were known during the war. and in general all Salva-
doran child soldiers, lost the innocence of childhood and the
opportunity -and right- to receive protection. love. and
family care that all children deserve. Adolescents, on the
other hand. shaped their identities and got out their key mod-
els from war figures. Furthermore. social integration has been
a difficult process for some of them. Without been able to
find their families, many of them had to decide where to live
and who to be with. Lastly. and most remarkably, they live in
the countryside perhaps in worse economic conditions than
before the armed confli(,.1.Because of their short age. many of
them did not receive any benefits from the Peace social rein-
tegration programs. as was the case of their adult counter-
parts. And in the case that they have a job, they get less than
the national minimal monthly wagc (between S130 and SIOO).

All this suggests that. contrary to their imposed or own
longings of social change and justice, they fought for nothing
or for too little. In fact, while doing the abovementioned study
in EI Salvador. I had the opportunity to listen and talk to
many former child soldiers who remembered the war with a
mixture of sadness for the lost ofrelatives and friends. anger
for the lack of substantial changes, and nostalgia for the com-
munity life experienced during the conflict. In this interactive
experience, some of them were a bit upset when finding out
that the study would not provide them with any material bene-
fits. However, others found a unique occasion for expressing
their fears and frustrations associated with their current life
because no support systems are in place to help them cope
with their multiple psychological and social scars.

The Salvadoran civil war. in swnmary. has demonstrated
that child soldiers personify what Ignacio Manin-Bar6 con-
ceived as psychosocial traUOla. The war as a social-historic
event attacked selectively the people that would suffer the
most: the poor and children. The psychosocial trauma as di-
rect "crystallization" of socially disrupted relationships meant
for child soldiers not only psychological distress but also the
disappearance of their communities. the disintegration of their
families, and the lost ofattachmcnt figures. In that sense, their
trauma was a collective, social, and accepted experience
rooted in a society where social justice and basic human
rights were completely absent. As psychologists to focus just
on to their mental health would be equal to ignorc the
"aberrant" social relationships that caused their condition.
The Salvadoran armed conflict is only a reminder that in our
professional work. to deal with political issues and recover
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the historic memory of war victims is as important as to heal
their psychological wounds because the war and its effects are
essentially embedded in the social, economic, and political
structures that make them possible.
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Through a Child's E)'es: What's in a name and other
thou~hts on social cate~orizations in America

Leena Banerjee. Ph.D
Associate Professor. CSPp·LA

A year ago. my son Ives then five-years old. joined the first
grade. This was his first plunge into mainstream community life
in the public school from the more sheltered confines of home
and his small preschool. In making this transition he became
exposed very quickly to the tenns Asian- American. African-
American, Native-American, Hispanic-Amt..Tican and Whit~
American at school. Ilc said that he had heard these terms men·
tioned in connection with plans for cc1ebratioos such as Afri-
can-American month. for example. He also said that some chil-
dren used these terms to speak of themselves and he wondered
what term applied to him. At his age these terms were a mouth·
ful for him. he was confused by them and began asking ques-
tions. We talked about his being Asian Indian and European-
American oc more specifically Indian-Anglo-German and
Swedish-American. Our conversations clearly engaged him.
Then one day. he said very quietly and earnestly, Mom, I wish J

was white. Feeling a sense of shock, outrage and pain fill up in
me as I heard him speak. I held my composure, and asked him.
why? Hc replied with the speed ofan arrow. then I would look
beNer.

There was nothing concrete. nothing specific in his interactions
with others that he could point to or was aware of that had led
him to this conclusion. There was nothing anyone had said to
him directly, but something in the subtleties of his social ex-
periences in school that had givcn him the idea that if he were
white. then he would look better. Implicit in the idea oflooking
better as I discovered by conversing with him. were all the pre-
dictable associations of being better, more valued, more ad-
mired. more prized. He was not only becoming familiar with
contemporary social categorizations but also the hierarchical
attributions of value and desirability still inescapable in major-
ity and minority categorizations of American peoples. It was
one of the more shocking reminders to me that such messages
are out there and that my young son had got the message.
As painful as this experience and this conversation were for
both of us. and for our family. I was profoundly grateful that we
had a little boy who was able to articulate such a message that
he had absorbed. giving us the opportunity to have conversa-
tions about it.

It was ironic for both my husband and I that this child of ours
should have any misgivings about how he looked. Of all our
handsome children, we have sometimes discussed how he is
perhaps the most blessed with good looks and that he has often
been the recipient of compliments about this at home and else-
where. We have in fact jested among ourselves that he has the
makings ofa dapper. dashing young man and we have worried
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about what troubles that could bring him and us as well some-
day!

So I introduced to him the idea of beauty lies in the eyes of the
beholder. that ideas about beauty are constructt.'d by people. We
talked about different people. in different places. at different
times in history having different ideas about who looked good
and who did not. We experimented with each of our notions of
whose looks were appealing to each of us and rL"Cognizedsome
similarities and some differences. I said that in my mind. color
itself had nothing to do with looking good or not. He consid·
ered the idea enthusiastically. I told him that some people
thought differently than I did.

We talked about this. off and on for several days and went on to
talking about being good. I told him that that also had nothing
to do with looking good and with color. We talked about what
being good meant. otTering up sllch notions as being kind. hon-
est. loving. hardworking, caring about othcrs and so on. tie
added preserving nature to the list. "nich delighted me.

Some weeks later, he was getting dressL'<iand I was helping
him freshen. his face and comb his hair. When we were done
and as he was looking in the mirror, I asked. What do you
think? How do you look? Our previous conversation was not
on my mind as I asked him this. but he immediately responded
with I look good ... and I don't have to worry about being white,
huh? in a knowing. teasing way. ThL'f1he said. Mama. I love
the way you talk with me about these things.

These ordinary yet extraordinary dialogues in the process of
child rearing. arising out of experiences in the real world of our
divided. hierarchical. multiethnic society are a barometer on
equality and integration in our democracy today. They tell us
not ooly that racism is alive. well and rampant. but that thcre is
continuing need to reflect on the mcrits of existing approaches
to social integration and search for more effective solutions.
Here are Iwo questions on current social categorizations offered
in the spirit of this kind of reflection. Do current definitions of
an Americanness. Amcrican culture and the subcategori7.ations
arising out of them, obstruct or facilitate inclusion and social
integration? How can a multiethnic society in addressing young
childrens' developmental imperatives of constructing a social
ontology. do a better job of meshing them with democratic. plu-
ralist impt--ratives in a heterogenous society?

American national cultural identity has been shaped by the suc-
cessive approaches of Anglo-conformity. advocated by H.P.
Fairchild among others. the melting pot. originating in Israel
Zangwill's play, early pluralism. articulated by Horace Kallen
among others. and currently by multiculturalism. The last wave
of democratization in this society heraldL'<iby the Civil Rights
era propel1ed multiculturalism into the national consciousness,
producing the minority categorizations familiar to us today and
increasing the political visibility ofpcoples of color. Nonethe-
less. writer B. Mukhcrjee has argued that the idea that EUf(}-
pean·American idL'f1tityand culture are more central to the defi-
nitioo and meaning of national culture and identity and minority

categorizations are more peripheral to it. remains in the mind-
set of the nation.

Dominance as a mechanism in this context may be a sly cul-
prit here. Dominance as a tool and a process has lx."Cnf..>ffi-

ployed in this society to achieve unity among a heterogenous
people. creating unifonnity and a mentality of assimilationism
instead. Europeans who were not of Anglo-Saxon and Protes-
tant origin have experiL'f1cedwhat Saldivar refers to as acts of
removal, along with non-Europeans in the modem American
nation. though the history and expcriences of groups have
differed widely in degree. with Native-Americans and AlTi-
can-Americans being the recipients of the greatest brutality.
'll1e use of social categorization based on race. a biologically
fictitious term. with connections to Social Darwinistic notions
ofhicrarchy is not unduly surprising. It fits in with the non-
democratic. dominance and removal approach to defining
ourselves. relying as it does on oversimplification of differ-
ences to unchangcables such as chromatics and physiognomy.

Culture as an alternate conceptual category merits examina-
tion. It is a broad category which can include multiple dimen-
sions including color, region. class, language, customs. belief
systems. gender. ability and sexual orientation in representing
individual and collective self-view. Therefore it can generate
more flexible. fluid. encompassing mentalities in thinking
about individual. familial. communal and national idL'f1tity.It
is a concept that is not always immediately apparent and can
require getting to know people a little before labelling them.
Culture is a changC'dble and adaptable concept unlike race
which being based on unalterables such as color and appear-
ance offers a rigid and closed set of categories. inviting
stereotyping and a heightened sense of differences. Culture
also provides capital in the human struggles with the exigen.
cies of life and a connection to a primordial sense of psycho-
logical identity. As an alterable, multilayered concept it can
be eminently suitable to the self-definitional purposes ofa
diverse. democratic people because it can produce a lTame-
work for integration through the identification of commonal-
ities and differences. and at the same time. absorb and reflect
new realities and meanings that emerge trom progressive ex-
changes in society. A multiculturalism coming of age among
a free and diverse people can promote concepts of self-
definition that emphasize the dual needs for cohesion and dis.-
tinctiveness which can engcndL"Tthe trust, exchange and ex-
perience of integration.

Children have an endogenous curiousity about their social
worlds and cultural frameworks which they need to categorize
and make sense of. A social ontology that guides young chil-
dren to become aware ofthemsclves and othcrs in a highly
diverse society. mindful of meaningful similarities and differ-
ences with an attitude of enthusiasm and curiosity would in-
clude certain features. First. it would value heterogeneity it·
self in a heterogenous society, an act of healthy. societal self-
owning. This could encourage children to think and speak of
themselves as African-English·FrL'f1ch-American for example.
omling and affinning these realities and connections in place
of diso\-\11ingand opting for fixed, closed categories. Second.
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the fluidity would nurture the mentality that subgroup bounda-
ries are permeable and that one can go beyond respecting dif·
ferences to meaningful sharing, partaking and two-way absor~
ing of cultural diversity. Third. emphasis on complex, inclusive
categorization will replace the emphasis on unchangeables, like
color and associated center-periphery inegality to promote
egalitarianism.

Stuffing Our Kids:
Should Psychol~ists Help Adnrtisers

Manipulate Children?

Allen D. Kanner, Ph.D., and Tim Kasser, Ph.D.'

Advertising to children has become big business in recent
years, with kids under twelve spending over 24 billion dollars
of their own money in 1997 and directly influencing the spend-
ing of 188 billion more (McNeal, 1998). This surge in child
consumerism has resulted in a keen interest ammg marketers in
knowing what makes kids tick. To learn more, advertisers have
hired well-paid psychological consultants to help them study
every phase and stage ofa child's life. The results are sophisti·
cated, finely-honed commercials that work.

When psychologists engage in such consulting practices, their
media-amplified impact is enormous· and it will continue to
grow, as there is no end in sight to the expanding child market.
These practices raise grave ethical concerns regarding the
proper use of psychological expertise and threaten the public's
trust in the profession.

For this reason, along with Gary Ruskin of Commercial Alert, a
Washington-based advocacy group, we recently sent a letter to
the American Psychological Association (APA) asking it to ad·
dress these issues.2 The letter, endorsed by sixty psychologists
and other mental health professionals, requested that APA issue
a formal public statement denouncing the use of psychological
techniques to assist corporate marketing and advertising to chil-
dren:' and that it amend its code of ethics appropriately. We
further urged APA to launch a campaign to educate the public
about the ongoing abuse of psychological knowledge by the
child advertising industry. APA has referred the letter to its
Board for the Advancement of Psychology in the Public Inter-
est, which meets in March.

Some child advertisers candidly admit that their commercials
exploit children and create family conflicts. According to
Nancy Shalek, then president ofShalek Agency, ""Advertising
at its best is making people feel that without their product,
you're a loser. Kids are very sensitive to that. If you tell them to
buy something. they are resistant. But if you tell them they'll be
a dork if they don't, you've got their attention. You open up
emotional vulnerabilities, and it's easy to do with kids because
they're the most vulnerable" (as quoted in Ruskin, 1999, p. 42).

Marketers also work hard to increase their product's "nag fac-
tor," a term which refers to how often and how vehemently

children pressure parents to buy an item. In one of our practices
(Kanner), parents have approached the therapist in tunnoil over
how to respond to sudi nagging. They feel guilty about pur-
chasing items, such as junk food or violent video games, that
they believe are bad for their kids. On the other hand, they
worry that by constantly saying "no" they will increase their
child's depression or worsen an already strained parent-child
relationship.

Another disturbing trend in child advertising is the targctingof
very young children. Mike Searles, then president ofKids·R-
Us, a major children's clothing store, believes there are great
advantages to hooking a child as soon as possible: ""[I]f you
own this child at an early age, you can own this child for years
to come. Companies are saying 'Hey, I want to own the kid
younger and younger'" (as quoted in Ruskin, 1999, p. 42).

Psychologist Dan Acuff (1998) in his recent book IVhat Kids
Buy and Why offers marketers detailed advice on advertising to
two-year olds. He suggests that commercials include animals or
animal characters, feature characters that are round or curry in
shape, and proceed at a slow pace that most adults would find
tedious. His recommendations are based on studies showing,
respectively, that up to 80010 of young children's dreams are of
animals, that toddlers associate round, curvy shapes with "'good
guys" and jagged, crooked lines with "bad guys," and that very
young children are not "'wired" for fast-paced programming
with quickly changing scenes and images. Thus., Dr. Acuffhas
integrated a diverse yet highly specialized set of studies to help
marketers manipulate these highly vulnerable toddlers.

What is the proper relationship of child psychology to advertis-
ing? Given the unprecedented volume of commercials to which
children are exposed today, along with their increasing sophisti-
cation, to answer this question we need to consider the cumula·
tive impact of ads. Specifically, we can inquire as to whether,
taken a.••a whole, modem advertising emotionally harms chil-
dren. Indeed, there is good reason to believe it does.

Studies on "'materialism" show that individuals highly focused
on materialistic values also report less satisfaction with life, less
happiness, worse interpersonal relationships., more drug and
alcohol abuse. and less contribution to community (see Cohen
& Cohen, 1995; Kasser, 2000; Sirgy, 1999). Vet materialistic
values are the very ones that commercials pound into our chil-
dren day in and day out.

Consistent with these findings, Kanner & Gomes (1995) have
written about the narcissistic wounding of our youth that occurs
when advertisements make children feel deeply inadequate
unless they purchase an endless array of new products and ser-
vices. We have described this process as contributing to the
formation of a shallow "consumer identity" that is obsessed
with instant gratification and material wealth.
In addition to inculcating materialistic values, commercials de-
ceive and manipulate children on a massive scale. The false
promises of popularity, success, and attractiveness that market·
ers routinely make for their products are such common lies that
we have become inured to their dishonesty. Yet trom our c\ini-
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cal work we know that when adults chronically deceive and
manipulate a child.. it erodes the youngster's ability to trust oth-
ers and feel secure in the world. We would expect the false-
hoods and distortions in commercials to have a similar effect.
Curiously, the overall adverse impact of advertising on children
has been largely ignored by psychology, just as psychologists
who consult with child marketers have gone virtually unchal-
lenged. This state of affairs reflects a more general failure of
the field to critically examine the consumer values and beliefs
that have transformed American society during the 20th cen-
tury.

Our letter to APA is thus intended to do much more than halt
the questionable consulting activities of some psychologists. It
is a call to psychology, at long last, to take action against the
commercialization of our youth.
nn_n _

W}IAT YOU CAN 00: Tosupporr the proposals outlined in
our leiter, call APA President Patrick DeLeon. Ph.D., (/-
800/37-1-2721) andyour division and state chapter presidents.

IAn earlier version of this paper appeared in the February, 2000
issue of The California Psychologist.
2A copy of the letter can be obtained by contacting either author
(see end of article) or by viewing Commercial Alert's website
"'W\\oW .essential.orglalert/psychology/apaletter".
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Ken Maton

Please let me know what recent books you are reading. or have
written. You can contact me by phone (410) 455-2567. or e-
mail, Maton@umoc.edu. Thanks.

Review of:
Schorr, L B. (1997). Common purpose: Stren2th-

enin2 families and Neil!hborhoods to rebuild America. New
York: Doubleday.
Review by:
Steve S. Lee. Elise Cappella. and Keith Humphreys

Today. social problems such as poverty, teen pregnancy. and
violence are often considered intractable; efforts to ameliorate
them quixotic or even counter-productive. Unmet expectations
of I<J60s-era government interventions and skillfully presented.
nco-conservative rhetoric have undermined faith in social prob-
lem intervention. Within this social and political climate. lis-
beth R. Schorr's passionate and optimistic book is both timely
and important. To renew our commitment to tackling social
problems, Schorr smoothly blends scientific scholarship and her
own investigative journalism into an eminently readable tour of
the current and the possible in domestic social policy. The
book unites typically disconnected and insular areas ofaca-
demic research, policy formulation, and community initiatives.
moving beyond simple synthesis and theoretical musings to
document the successes (and in some cases, failures) of actual
programs and interventions. Through first·hand visits to nu-
merous intervention sites. Schorr develops an understanding of
what enables institutions and programs to effectively serve their
populations. Conversations with program directors. clients.
teachers, and administrators provide Schorr with insight into the
complexity under which programs are implemented. operated.
and evaluated. Her analyses reflect this complexity and extend
to include the more distal. yet equally critical. umbrella agen-
cies and organizations - including funding sources. government
departments, and public sector administrative offices.
Common Puroose provides several comprehensive recommen-
dations for how the public. private. and voluntary sector should
address social ills. as well as how researchers appraise such ef·
forts. For example, Schorr proposes that to better measure di-
verse processes and outcomes, traditional quantitative. experi-
mental evaluations be supplemented with qualitative research
methods. She also advocates holding social programs account-
able more for outcomes (i.e., do they work?) than for process
(e.g., do they complete paperwork properly?). Schorr empha-
sizes that interventions must respect the individual idiosyncra-
sies of each client/family, as well as contain a sufficient struc-
tural ITamework to anchor them. Similarly, Schorr advocates a
balance between community-based grass root initiatives and the
provision of outside support and expertise so that the needs,
character, and strength of the particular community works syn-
ergistically with knowledge and resources from professionals
outside the community. Finally, Schorr recognizes the need to
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support social service delivery with joint public and private ef~
forts. She describes public and private-sector interventions
across the coontry that have avoided the top-down bureaucratic
management model that so frequently disables frontline hwnan
service workers. In Schorr's vision, large bureaucracies pro-
vide the necessary infrastructure and training, managers create a
flexible learning environment for themselves and the staff,
front-line workers remain responsive to the individual demands
of families. and all members of the organization feel connected
by a shared visioo of progress.

The crux of Schorr's book comprises three chapters on social
problem~focused instiMions that are often viewed as beyond
repair: welfare. child protection, and education. Although
stakeholders recognize the poor state of these service systems in
many communities. they often lack faith that reforms can work
and be sustained. All three systems resist change in part be-
cause of the inextricable ties to hot-button political issues: race
and racism, economic inequaliti~ and family and comm\D1ity
disintegration. In typically optimistic fashion, Schorr presents
change efforts that negotiate the minefield and make significant
contributions toward social progress. From these accumulated
experiences around the country encompassing diverse commu-
nities), Schorr extracts those features that make programs suc-
ceed or fail. Although an expert in one of the three areas is
likely to find her discussion overly general, the general.interest
reader likely will appreciate the range of her social policy cov-
erage.

There were few issues more furiously debated in the past dec-
ade than welfare refonn. After observing program sites in Chi-
cago and Oregon, Schorr reasons that there are a nwnber of key
dimensions associated with success and loogevity. These di-
mensioos include self-sufficiency for each individual family,
intense intervention to rehabilitate previously unemployable
workers, quality childcare and a living wage for families, and
programs to prevent early pregnaney and out-of-wedlock child-
bearing. Schorr also correctly points out that making lasting
improvements in the welfare system is impossible unless job
market regulations (e.g., raising the wages and health benefits
of entry-level positions) are COf1CWTentlyrefonned.

Regarding child protection, Schorr acknowledges the murkiness
of ""achiJd's best interest'" when comparing an abusive family
environment with an overwhelmed. inefficient protection sys-
tem. The past decade brought a narrowing of the agenda and
responsibilities of child protection organizations, with no appar-
ent reallocation of important duties; however, not every organi-
zation met a sad fate. Interventioos such as the "Patch" pro-
gram in Iowa and neighborhood-based foster care in New York
and Cleveland engendered genuine change. In these programs.
daily decisions are tailored to the individual needs of families.
and state and federal governments provide technical assistance,
training. and a vision of refonn. As a backdrop, child advocacy
organizations ensure that the system remains faithful to its most
vulnerable constituents.

In keeping with her focus on defending pilloried public service
systems, Schorr turns to public education. SchOTTstates that "if

America's schools seem to be failing. it is because they are be-
ing asked to succeed in a task of unprecedented magnitude'" (p.
244). Chaotic families, violent neighborhoods, lack of pre-
school education. and economic instability combine to reduce
the effectiveness of many public schools. Schorr suggests a
concerted strategy of renewed school-based emphasis on aca-
demic achievement., high teacher expectations for al/ students,
school-family-community partnerships, quality preschool edu-
cation, and school-to-work transition programs.

In sum, Common Puroose is a useful handbook for demoralized
progressives. It provides new analyses, along with an important
dose of the idealism and enthusiasm that liberals seemed to lack
in recent perfunctory defenses of their social innovations (cf.
Senator MO}11ihan's comment that when welfare reformers
stormed the barricades, they found them virtually undefended).
At the same time, this idealism substantially weakens the
book's potential to change the hearts and minds of those who
simply do not believe in the value and efficacy of social inter-
ventions. This Ixx>kclearly was written with an a priori politi-
cal agenda, which is occasionally reflected in her ''rules of evi-
dence" (e.g .• relying on quotations or anecdotes to "prove" a
program's value), and in simplistic characterizations ofoppos-
ing perspectives. And, although most politically liberal readers
will be invigorated and inspired by these vividly documented
cases of success, Schorr perhaps has demonstrated only that
social programs can achieve articulated goals, not that they will
or do. Finally, Schorr implicitly assumes that a common na-
tional interest (e.g .• improving education) inherently facilitates
effective refonn. Although necessary. broad interest in a social
problem can promote gridlock rather than change because dif-
ferent interest groups may care enough to push for diametrica1ly
opposed agendas.

In conclusion, this book's impact is somewhat lessened by the
author's occasional tendency to preach to the choir rather than
to the tmCOf1verted. Had Common Pumose presented a more
rigorously analytical and even-handed argument, it might have
been able to attract and persuade a broader audience. Neverthe-
less, Schorr's comprehensive and even uplifting journey into
the multi-layered social service world is an insightful and prac-
tical guide for individuals committed to developing. executing.
and evaluating social programs.

Steve Lee and Elise Cappella are in the Psychology Depart-
ment, University of California, Berkeley. They can be reached
at (510) 642-2055. Keith Humphreys is at the Center for
Health Care Evaluation. Palo Alto. CA. He can be reached via
e-mail: keithh@odd.stanford.edu.
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The Community Student
Rachel Becker·Klein - New York University

Rae Jean Proescholdbell - Arizona State University
Insid~ /his ls.\u~:
SCRA.Student Representative Report by Rachel Becker-Klein, New York University
The Birth ora Study: An Ode to the Art of Scientific Research by Theresa Costello, Nonh Carolina State University
There's a Lot to Like About Lowell by John B. Cook, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Student Panel on Graduate Student Stipend and Re-
search Fundin~ at AP A 2000

At the last Biennial Conference. and in conversations over
the student listserv, there has been a lot of interest in the issue
of funding among students. Therefore. SCRA students will oon-
duct a panel on student fimding at the APA convention in Au-
gust of 2000. The goals of the panel are to J) make students
aware of funding resources. 2) offer concrete suggestions for
the pursuit of such funding. and 3) provide a forum for discus-
sions of issues surrounding fimding, such as the difficulty of
obtaining fimding for controversial issues. and the tendency to
pathologize behavior in order to persuade funders that a certain
area should be prioritized. The panel consists of9 student dis-
cussants and audience members will be encouraged to share
their own funding experiences. Please join us for this discus-
sion on Saturday, August 5 at 10;00 am in the California Room
of the Capital lIilton lIotel.

Student Li..tserv Status
The student listserv continues to serve as a resource

for students. Currently, listserv postings focus on job opportu-
nities., but there is little discussion among students. One of our
priorities to engage students to help develop the listserv so that
it can also be a medium for discussions. Students have recom-
mended forming a group of Social Coordinata-s. There has
been some interest in this positioo, but more people are needed!
If you are interested in helping with this, please contact Rae
Jean Proescholdbell (racian1tl'ali;U.cdu).

Students or Color Interest Group and Listserv
At the Biennial Cooference in June. 1999. students of

color identified a need to communicate with each other on the
wide variety of issues that affect them. Almost immediately,
they established a Students of Color listserv. Using the listserv,
they have worked on the Mentoring Initiative (see below) so
that it will be particularly useful for students of color, and they
have worked on increasing diversity among the SCRA leader-
ship by soliciting candidates for SCRA Student Representative.
Recently, they received unanimous approval from the Execu.
tive Committee to create a formal SCRA interest group. The
interest group's missioo statement is: to bener understand and
meet the needs of students of color; to develop a network
among students of color; to address issues regarding research
with communities of color, and to discuss the unique contribu-
tions that communities ofeolor can offer to the field of commu-
nity psychology and vice versa. If you are interested in joining

the interest group, contact Vivian Tseng at tseng@psych.nyu.
edu. Tojoin the Students of Color listserv, send an email to:
list.servraJistserv uic.cdu. Leave the subject area blank and in
the message area type: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-Sac
<yourfirstname> <yourlastname>.

Mentoring Initiative
At the Biennial conference in June, mentoring was

identified as an important student issue for both students of
color and students in general. lncreasing SCRA's mentoring
resources is also a way to meet multiple Society goals, includ.
ing diversifying the Society, increasing SCRA's membership
through retaining students and attracting diverse new mem-
bers, and fostering high quality research with under-
represented populations. Andrea Solarz invited students to
draft a Presidential Initiative on mentoring as a starting point
for broader discussions on mentoring and how mentoring can
help meet Society goals. The Student Representatives, work-
ing together with Vivian Tseng solicited input fTom SCRA
students, and a proposal for a mentoring initiative was
drafted. The proposal was circulated 00 the student listservs
and additional student input was incorporated.

The Mentoring Initiative draft received widespread
approval at the most recent Executive Committee meeting. In
its current form, students would identify a need for menta-ing
and then use me of several mentoring outlets to meet their
needs, including websites. listservs, web-based chats and/or
teleconferences, and a service that would pair students with
interested mentors. We need additional student involvement
in negotiating the details of this initiative. If you'd like to be
involved or receive a draft copy of the initiative. please con-
tact Rachel Becker-Klein at rachel"O'xD.Ds\'ch.mu.edu or An-
drea Solarz at asolarz@prodigy.net.

Call ror Submi. ••.•ion..
The Community Student is published twice per year,

and we currently need articles for the Fall editioo of The
Community Student. with submissions due 00 July 20.2000.
Submissions are encouraged from all students and may be
about any aspect of community psychology. However, arti-
cles conveying student experiences in community psychology
are especially encouraged. (You may use the articles below as
examples.) Submissions should be 1-2 pages in length. dou-
ble-spaced, and sent to Rae Jean via e-mail (raciean1.r.asu.
cdu)'
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Tbe Birth of a Study: An Ode to the Art of
ScientifIC Research

Theresa Costello. North Carolina State University
Human Resource Development (HRD) Psychology Program

As an undergraduate literature major. I learned that the
trademark of art, in particular fine poetry. is the ability to ana-
lytically take it apart and put it back together again, without
destroying its aesthetic essence. This mental image has resur-
faced repeatedly for me. while developing the research model
for my Master's thesis. The planned researdt study looks at the
effect of social support, fear of economic repercussions. and
health care resource access on Latino farmworkers' decisions to
seek out informal and formal relief for musculoskeletal discom-
fort (i.e. strains and sprains) resulting from work related activi-
ties. These researdt findings should provide insights for future
interventioos targeting injury prevention. as well as health care
resource access and services. The challenge of accessing and
gaining the trust of the Latino farmworkers, in order to help
generate an understanding of and support for their occupational
health, has been an invaluable learning experience. In the proc-
ess. I have developed immense respect for the work ethic and
proud spirit of fanners and farmworkers, from whose societal
contribution we benefit at every meal and trip to the grocery
store.

Agriculture is one of the most dangerous occupations
and musculoskeletal strains! sprains account for greater than
3001c. of reponed agricultural injuries in North Carolina, as well
as natiooally. Agriculture has historically been exempt from
many OSHA health and safety interventions. In the past. racial
and ethnic minorities, such as African Americans and Haitians.
filled the North Carolina agricultural labor pool. The work is
physically very challenging and at best pays minimwn wage.
So. the new employment opportunities of the expanding econ-
omy and job market in North Carolina offered these groups at-
tractive altematives to fannwork.

Over the last ten years. the agricultural labor pool void
has been increasingly filled with Latino farm workers. in par-
ticular Mexicans brought in under the H2A «guest worker" pro-
gram. Currently H2A workers account for 10-15% of the Latino
fannworker population in North Carolina. The other 80-85%
are defined as either migrant or seasonal farmworkers. In the
U2A program, workers pay a finder's fee to participate, and are
then transponed to the United States. work, and return to Mex-
ico at the end of the season. Such things as injury and illness
may cause them to be sent back to Mexico early, even though
they qualify for workers' compensation benefits under their
contract. This often occurs with an economic penalty, such as
having to pay back the cost of food and transportation incurred.
H2A workers are guaranteed housing as part of their contract,
but some agricultural lobbying groups have been pushing to
have this benefit rescinded. Migrant fannworkers move. like
flocks of birds. northward eadt growing season. Their experi-
ence, however, is far trom poetic. Typically they do not qualify
for workers' compensation or health care benefits. Their living
conditions are at best substandard. Many of the workers spend
months living out of their vehicles, and those fortunate enough
to secure housing often share it with as many as twenty other
farmworkers.

I had the opporturlity to visit a farmworker camp. share
a meal. and participate in an ESL (English as a Second Lan-
guage) class. Approximately twenty to thirty men lived in the
camp and shared a common kitchen. Only the crew leader and
his family had a separate space. The men ate in shifts. and each
group was responsible for meal preparation and cleanup. My
white, middle class sensibilities were ruffled by the cock-
roaches crawling on the walls and I was ashamed of my reluc-
tance to partake in the meal so graciously otTered. Realizing I
would otTend them if I refused, I cautiously accepted a small
sampling of the broth from their meat and vegetable stew. My
perspective changed radically as I took notice of the subtle rich-
ness of the broth. My biased view broadened, and I noticed that
in spite of the bugs and the "no trills" setting, everything was
clean and organized and the workers, tired after a ten to twelve
hour day in the fields, were freshly showered. clean shaven,
neatly dressed, and proud of their labours.

The remaining rooms of the house were used as sleep-
ing areas. In a space that would nonnally function as a living
room, at least three beds were set up, otTering limited personal
space and no privacy, which presents a significant challenge
when conducting confidential interviews. In addition to the lack
of privacy, Latino farmworkers generally reside on rural fanns,
which are often difficult to locate and visit. The Latino £ann-
workers' limited access to transportation also impacts their abil-
ity to utilize both informal and formal health care resources.
While researching the situation of Latino farm workers. my at-
tention was drawn to the story of Ra)TI1undo Hernandez. Ray-
mWldo was exposed to pesticides while working in the tobacco
fields and became physically ill. requiring immediate medical
attention. His co-workers asked the fanner to transport Ray.
mundo to a medical facility. The farmer drove otTwith Ray-
mundo. but came back without him. The news releases reported
at least two different versions of the fanner's story of what sup-
posedly happened. Five or six months later Raymundo's sun
exposed skeleton was found in a field. No criminal charges
were filed. Recognizing the potential risks for reporting an oc-
cupational injury, the ability to establish trust and offer the la-
tino farmworkers a safe, confidential environment in which to
participate in the study will be imponant.

The experience of conducting researdt with this Latino
farmworker populatioo contrasts markedly with my previous
experiences with American and European conswners. well
versed in typical Western research approaches. Literacy. lan-
guage. and cultural issues need to be understood and effectively
addressed, without offending or undervaluing the natural wis-
dom of this demographic segment. And. one must first earn
their trust. Additionally, this population has had limited expo-
sure to typical Western research formats. such as muhiple
choice response questions. and Likert scales. These idios)11cra-
sies can of course be dealt with, but may require some aeative
thinking with regard to sampling and interviewing format
choices. Reviewing the literature, I noticed that few quantita-
tive studies have been conducted among Latino fannworkers.
Initially I believed that this deficiency was due to them belong-
ing to a "hidden" demographic segment. which is often over-
looked. It is possible, however, that the research design and
logistical dtallenges. as well as the historical focus on fanners
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and farm families versus "fannworkers," may be impacting that
phenomenon as well.

Becoming familiar with the issues of Latino fann-
workers, I attended the first Intematiooal Fannworker Forwn
held in Washington, D.C, organized by the Farmworker Net-
work for Economic and Environmental Justice. It was one of
the most interesting and enjoyable conferences I have yet to
attend. A "'sense of community" was quickly established
through the use of music. storytelling. and everyone, including
me introducing themselves. The attendees were "real" farm·
workers, not someone "official" representing them. At first I
felt like an outsider, especially after I explained my intentions
of doing research in the area of Latino fannworker occupational
health and safety behaviors. I encountered the same response
of distrust from the Latino farm workers, with whom I shared an
evening and a meal almost a year later. In both cases, I had to
take the time to build a relationship, one based on trust and a
sincere desire to lU1derstand and help in some way through my
research efforts. Once trust was established. and they recog-
nized the value that research could offer in helping them more
effectively gain awareness and support for their needs and is-
sues. the protective walls came down and the stories began to
flow. Representatives from Washington State told of falling
from trees and experiencing debilitating injuries, followed by
long. eXpalsive battles for worker's compensation benefits.
Representatives from California, Texas, and New Mexico told
stories of the effects of pesticide exposure, and how scmetimes
it would bum and irritate their skin to the point where their eyes
would swell shut. Yet, they continued working because there
was no one else to put food on the table. The whole conference
was conducted in Spanish, so, I was actually the "minority"
struggling with my rusty language skills. At one point, a vet-
eran of the fields noticed my struggle to lUlderstand, gently
reached for my ann, and said "if you comprehend only one
thing from our conversation, let it be to team us how not to be
poor."

On the closing night of the conference, the resident
musician put on a musical slide show entitled: "Five Hundred
Years of Mexican-American Folkmusic-Songs and Images of
Mexican Labor." It reinforced the rich tradition Latino Fann-
workers have contributed to us as a nation, even prior to our
inception. My wish for my own research project is that, after I
have met all the scientific parameters, and addressed all the va-
lidity issues, I have managed as well to hooor the proud spirit
and essence of this wonderful people, and to be of service to
them, both as a social scientist, and as an artist at heart .

•• My thanks to Dr. Roger Mitchell, Ph.D., my advisor, for his
patient wisdom, guidance, and support dlU"ingthis "birthing"
process.

Tbere's a Lot to Like About Lowell
John B. Cook

University of Massachusetts Lowell

That is the slogan the City of Lowell, MA has adopted,
but can also be applied to the Master's Program in Commlmity
Social Psychology at the University of Massachusetts Lowell

(UML). The program is perhaps lD1iquewithin the field of
Commlmity Psychology, due to a focus on applications, high-
lighted by applied work by students and professors alike. The
program is one of only a few commlmity psychology programs
in the northeastern United States, and benefits from close link-
ages between the University and community. This relation is
fostered by UML facilities such as the Center for Family, Work
and Community, The Center for Women and Work. and the
Laboratory for Children and Family, in addition to in-class ac·
tivities. The City of Lowell, as some may not know, contains a
National Urban Historic Park. The history and heritage of
Lowell's mill buildings., canals, museums., and cultural diversity
provide a lmique "lab" setting where graduate students interact,
learn, and serve as practitioners within commooity settings.

The program offers the opportlmity to write a thesis.,
and a year-long Practicwn rooods out the experiences of stu-
dents. The 2-year Masters also otTers a 4 course Domestic Vio-
lence Certificate. There are a variety of courses of interest
which include Grant Writing, Program Evaluation, Commlmity
Mapping, and Psychology of the Mid-Size City. Furth", par-
ticulars about the commlmity program at UML include small
class sizes and extensive fieldwork opportunities for all. Past
examples of student work include working with neighborhood
organizations involved in building community capacity, writing
a grant to bring English as a Second Language programs to
Southeast Asian commooities, and examining the social impact
of two newly built sports facilities on the City of Lowell. The
program itself began in 1980, making it one of the oldest Mas-
ter's programs, and Dr. Meg Bond, professor at UML, is past
president of the Society for CommlUlity Research and Action.

Graduates from the Masters program go on to a variety
of occupations. They move on to manageriaVadministrative p0-
sitions in many service fields. Many take jobs in the non-profit
sector, where they become managers, supervisors, or directors
of a wide variety of human service agencies and programs.
Some will work for city and state government as program de-
velopers, policy planners, or eVI!J.uators. Some work in health
care; others in the criminal justice system; other still become
educators in a wide variety of settings. Other graduates from the
program choose to take private sector jobs. whim include hu-
man resource management or the commlmity service side of
corporate life.

For more information about the program please call our gradu-
ate student office at (978) 934·3952 or visit our web site at:
http://valley.uml.edulpsychology/grad.html.
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International Community Psychology: Stories about Reflec-
tion and SelfTransfonnation in the Pursuit of Social Justice

Ingrid Huygens
WORK WISE Associates
Auckland, New Zealand

Christopher C. SOM
Edith Cowan University

Perth, Australia

We are now launching a new series of international contribu-
tions, both in this special issue and upcoming columns of The
Community Psychologist (TCP), dedicated to international
voices. We aim to highlight several themes around socio-
political context, our identities within that context, and our per-
sonal views of the process of community psychology practice.
We hope thereby to honour the early focus in community psy·
chologyon social justice and community/societallevel inter-
ventions.

It is also our aim to extend the scope of community psy-
chology writing to include overt description of the socio-
political context, and of the identity and reflections of the
community psychologist within that context. In promoting
this writing we are asserting experiential knowledge as vi-
tal for advancing community psychology theory and prac-
tice.

About us
I (Ingrid) was among the first generation of chi1dren born to
Dutch immigrants in Aotcaroa New Zealand in the 1950s. A
British-derived mono-culturalism had created a general intoler-
ance of 'foreigners' and 'foreign languages' and public policy
supported assimilation. Since my first language was Dutch, and
yet I could 'pass' as any other white New Zealander, I grew up
silently observing how blind a dominant group can be to their
cultural privilege and control. Being an 'outsider' while being
accepted and acceptable in public life was repeated when I
joined the lesbian community and began the on-going work to-
wards rights and resources for our social group. Then in the
early ]970s I was jolted into a contrasting awar01ess of my
privilege and my membership of the dominant group when
Maori (indigenous) people began exposing the racism and cul-
tural dominance of the white settler majority. I felt for the first
time the challenges of being in the blind dominant group and
became committed to working on issues of conscientization for
dominant groups.

The greatest learning for me has come trom recognising power,
privilege and control within our own networks and communi-
ties, and from attempting to implement power sharing models
in many contexts. In searching for ways to build our knowledge
on these issues, I have come to believe that we do our most po-

tent work when we tell the stories and explore the questions
arising from our own life experiences. This is what we have
encouraged the editors and contributors in this international ef-
fort to do.

I (Chris) am an emigrant to Australia from South Africa. In
South Atrica I lived in a coloured' community until the age of
about] 9 years before migrating. during a period of intense pro-
test against the Apartheid regime, with my parents and two
younger brothers. In Australia my identity shifted from
'coloured' to black and we were challenged with nwnerous set-
tlement issues including racism. Growing up in a coloured com-
munity and experiencing the challenges of migration and settle-
ment as a black person (or an 'other') in a predominantly white
country afforded me an opportunity to look at issues of identity,
oppression, and community from the margins. I am learning
about the strengths and resources in communities who have
been oppressed, resisted, and survived for prolonged periods. I
have a strong interest in redressing the partial way in which mi·
nority communities have been presented in psychology. I am
also translating into pedagogical tools the experiences of mar-
ginality and being an 'other' to foster critical consciousness and
self-reflection among members of the dominant group.

Challenging Ethnocentrism Through Critical Reflection
Setting The Stage: Othering our communities

We are concerned that as community psychologists we need to
develop our self-reflective abilities in a socio-political context
as a means to enhance our critical abilities and effectiveness. In
particular, we believe that unlearning our ethnocentricity and
the boundaries of our own positions is a chal101ge for all com-
munity psychologists from dominant or majority groups. For
example, it has been an interesting (and difficult) exercise for
many of us who are non-North American community psycholo-
gists to describe our contexts and ourselves as though to outsid-
ers in publications of the SCRA. To many of us, it has felt like
a small first step to becoming aware of our ethnocentricity, and
beyond a 'taken for granted' mainstream position in our own
societies. We invite all community psychologists, including
North Americans, to do the same - to describe their socio-
political context as though to an outsider. It is a curious experi-
ence to witness a description of 'how things are in our country'
by another community psychologist from New Zealand (a
Australia, South Africa, England, Scotland). One issue that
arises almost immediately in doing this is an acute awareness of
how other people from one's own context would view the de-
scription. A sense of accountability arises to a collective view.
We believe that these and other insights that emerge through
'othering' ourselves are an important platform upon which to
build practice towards a goal of social justice.

Many disenfranchised and minority groups, because of different
negative social processes and forces, are often viewed as
'other'. Being an 'other' and occupying a marginal position al-
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lows for the development of an acute Wlderstanding of exclu-
sionary and oppressive processes that are often invisible to
those in positioos of power and privilege. Dislocating ourselves
can provide opportunities to see and experience the invisible.
'Othering' our own commlUlities may encourage us to begin the
process of revealing dominant cultural assumptions and taken-
for-granted privilege that influence our identities, roles and
functions in different settings. Notwithstanding the complexity
anddifficulty of the task. we encourage all contributors to join
uson the journey of attempting to overtly describe our commu-
nitiesas 'other'.

Situating identities
Wealso Wlderstand that one's view of one's socio-political
cootext is dependent upro me's identity, histcry and place in a
particular society. Therefore. we also encourage our contribu-
ten to declare and describe themselves. In this we follow femi-
nistphilosophy (e.g., Bhavani, & Phoenix, 1994; Lykes & Mal-
lona,1997) and many emerging indigenous psychologies (e.g.,
Comas-DRaz, Lykes; & Alarcln, 1997; Riley, 1997; Smith,
1999)thai emphasise the process of situaring and recognising
ourselvesas social and cultural beings. (n engaging in this proc-
esswe reveal the multiple resources and narratives that infonn
oursocial. cultural, and professional identities and the different
positionswe occupy in different contexts in our research. prac-
ticeand teaching activities.

Etperiential knowledge and the community psychologist as
participant-cooceptualiser

By focussing on context. process and idez1titywe aim to encour-
agethe numerous practising commW1ity psychologists arOlUld
theworld to share their experiences and reflections without the
pressureto refer explicitly to previous published research. We
encouragea self-reflective way of writing that is nevertheless
referencedto the audience, transparent and justifiable. A case
rocthe legitimacy of such writing by professionals is captured
inSdloo's (1983) ftamework for wtderstanding professional
knowledgethat is based on reflection upon actioo. This fTame-
wlrl. describes the development of tacit knowledge and its con-
versionto theory through reflection 00 experience. It also pro-
videsa vehicle for articulating the role of the commW1ity psy~
cliologistas participant-conceptualiser (Reiff, 1968; Smith,
1983).

Practitiontn,in particular. may find that a self-reflective writ-
ingstyleencourages descriptions of experiences. reflections
andnewmodes of action which would not be possible if pub--
IiYiedwritingcould ooly take as its starting point the published
theoryandresearch of others. By focusing on the commlUlity
ps)<hologistas subject, and as participant-conceptualiser, we
h~to;
• validatethe daily cycle of action and reflection which W1-

derpinsprofessional practice, and thereby to;
• encourageall commW1ity psychologists to contribute to

theorybuilding in our discipline.

Experiences or consciousness raising
Inthisissuewe present reflective stories 'Mitten by a nwnber of
~Ie in different global regions. With the themes outlined

above in mind. we invited stories from those who are working
to promote social justice and change. Some contributors would
describe themselves as community psychologists. while others
would identify more generally as participants in social change.
Specifically, we were interested in sttXies of consciousness rais-
ing for both those in privileged positions and those in disenfran-
chised positions in their societies. We followed Freire's (1972)
concept of conscientisation as the process by which a person
becomes conscious., firstly of their socio-political reality and
secondly of their ability to transform that reality. In our view,
consciousness raising of both the disenfranchised and of the
privileged are core processes for social change. and so we in-
vited stories from practitioners who spoke from each of these
perspectives. We asked contributors to describe an event or ex-
perience that had challenged them or raised their awareness.
and to reflect upon their responses and learning. Finally, we
asked them to comment 00 the implications for commW1ity psy-
chology theory and practice.
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The editon" wish to emphasise the collaborative process
used to build this issue. The ordering of outhorship and
of contributors is purely alphabeticaL Contributors and
editors worked together by comnrenting on each other's
work, and incorporaJing s/!Veral rounds of feedback into
the finished stories. We hope thai such collaooralive ef-
forts help to build a culture of co-operation and mutual
learning between academic and practitioner community
psychologists.



Self-refl('('tion and Social Change
lain Butterworth

Melbourne, Australia

Ten years ago, as a recent community psychology graduate. I
moved to a rt.-wote Australian town to take up the position of
HIV Support Worker with a community-based AIDS agency.
During my two years in this position I faced key challenges to
my professional development, and also in personal emancipa-
tion. I believe that for community psychologists our profes-
sional development and personal empowerment are often inler-
twined. To ensure that the people with whom v.e are working
have maximum opportunity to achieve their own clarity and
empowerment. we need to embrace this overlap, and apply the
same process to ourselves to ensure our own pcrsonal and pro-
fessional b'Towth.

Context
The setting for this story is a small town of about

60,000 people. the majority of whom have joined the many
resident indigenous populations over the last 200 years. It is
located far from Australia's concentrated population region in
the south east, and I went there unwillingly. I had always
planned to 'escape' from my relatively small and remote home
town of Perth on the west coast to the bright lights and huge
gay culture of Sydney. Ilowever. the job paid relatively well
and presented a rare opportunity to implement my skills ac-
quired during undergraduate training and two years' volunteer
experience as AIDS educator and program evaluator.

Creating community chan~e around IIiV
in a remote communiI)-'

The state in which I was located, unlike many Austra-
lian states a decade ago. did not outlaw homosexuality. In fact,
the to\m had an active gay and lesbian community. The AIDS
agency was established during the mid-1980s by members of
the town's gay community. From its beginnings as a volunteer
concern, its members successfully sought government funding
and eventually employed several staff to develop peer educa-
tion and support initiatives for and with members of the gay
community, people with HIV, injecting drug users and sex
workers. A specialist indigenous health team housed within the
health department developed programs targeting indigenous
pt.'Ople.

My fluid role as HIV support worker involved the pro-
vision of counselling. information, case management. advo-
cacy, and referral. Throughout 1990-91 I planned, imple-
mented, and evaluated community support initiatives; con-
ducted service and training needs analyses; provided consulta-
tion to services and government; engaged in community liaison;
conducted training for service providers and volunteers; gener-
ated publicity; and prepared funding submissions.

My arrival coincided with the progression to serious
ill-health and subsequent death ofscveral of the to"l1 '5 long-
time gay community leaders. Many members of the gay com-
munity were ex~riencing the grief and anger that accompanies
this, compounded by their own frequently unresolved personal
and collective experit.-"fIcesof oppression. This oppression
seemed to be often expressed in excessive alcohol and sub-

stance use, including by some staff and management committee
members. In particular, a senior statfmemtx=r of this agency
appeared to have a severe problem with substance use and, after
several months, resigned, leaving the organi7..ation in a divided
state. I went from having dubious direction from a senior col·
k>ague to none at all. The agency (and I) lurched from one cri-
sis to the next.

The AIDS agency became the stage on which much of
this anger and pain was acted out. For many clients, members
and workers, the agency was perceived to be a haven in a hos-
tile environment. The organization. however, had a limited abil-
ity to foster resolution of these issues. and to shift the culture of
pain and survival into one of individual and collective empow-
erment. This. in turn, had a dirt.-'Ctimpact on the organization's
effectiveness, The organization's dysfunction was frequently
characterized by in-fighting. lack of any coherent strategic plan,
rapid staff turnover, vague job descriptions. role overload, and
short-term decision-making. I felt committed to the struggle, to
my community. and to this position. and stayed for two years to
implement a community development plan.

As a recent graduate with a desire to complete the re-
sponsibilities to which I felt committed, I also brought my own
issues to the agency. These included my struggle as a recently
'out' gay man with my own internalized homophobia and op-
pression; my relative inexperience; feelings of inadequacy at
the enormity of the scope of the task; frustration at my lack of
control over outcomes; my reaction to the stress, grief and loss
that accompanied the work; political naivety and a certain in-
flexibility; my social need for fellowship with gay peers, bal-
anced against a competing need to preserve professional dis-
tance. especially after hours; loneliness and loss of personal
support networks; and limited professional support.

It was extremely difficult for me to separate my work
role from my private sphere when so much of my work affected
my private life. for in~1ance:
• the realities of living in a small, isolated community;
• gay community issues;
• the effect on my quality of working life of the political be-

haviour of gay men on the AIDS agency board of manage-
ment;

• the fact that the anonymity of gay HIV positive clients
within the gay community constantly depended on my be-
haviour;

• the gossip within the local gay community and the to"l1 in
general;

• the lack of privacy through occupying a role highly visible
to stakeholders of the organisation.

I was the only person in the state working in such a
position. The nearest full-time worker in mv support was thou-
sands of kilo metres away. I tended to obtain confidential sup-
port from peers working interstate in similar roles. I had two
external psychological supervisors during my time there. The
first arrangement was typical of a small community: my super-
visor, a gay man and member of several community organiza~
tions also informally rented me a small apartment. Due to the
souring of the rental agreement, this supervision arrangement
(also overly informal) proved to be unsuccessful. In all, it took
18 months to locate a supervisor with an interest in community
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psychology; she assisted me in my decision to leave the posi-
tion at the end of 1991.

Reflections
Following this experience. few professional issues

faced in other settings have seemed insurmountable. I gained a
valuable insight into the multilayered nature of social issues and
the crucial role of organizations established to foster individual
and commWlity empowerment. Despite the learning, I took
away many unresolved issues when I left the job and the town,
most notably a sense of having been violated by members of
my own minority commWlity. It took some time for me to re-
establish trustful relationships with other gay male profession-
als and community activists.

The key lesson that I have taken trom this experience
is the way that oppressed people can establish commWlity or-
ganizations with immense potential, only to reintroduce obsta-
cles that may reflect the anger of their own disernpowerment or
fear of success. I believe that the culture and climate of empow-
ering organizations are a lens into the heart of an oppressed
community. Professionals employed to extend the work
founded by volunteers need to find ways to encourage commu-
nity members (including community leaders and paid staff) to
discuss their disempowerment. shared issues, and the impact of
these issues upon the organi7.ation' s effectiveness and upon
general community empowerment. Stakeholders need to de-
velop avenues by which they can express their anger and grief
in ways that further. rather than hinder. the work of the organi-
zation. In such a climate. staff members may be able to work
with their peers to Wlcover and resolve these common issues.
rather than becoming lost in their symptoms.

At the time I intuitively grasped the importance of
highlighting the inter-relationship between personal issues and
organizatiooal empowerment. by sponsoring a highly successful
\l,orkshop tour to the NT by AIDS grief and loss specialists
tTomSydney. Many of the agency's most active stakeholders
anended. I also attempted to assist committee members and
stalfto reflect on their personal values and motivations for be-
ing involved during planning for orientation for incoming staff
Thirdly, the volunteer training program I initiated towards the
end of my tenure included values clarification. grief and loss
work, a discussion of ethics. and a clear delineation ofroles.
responsibilities and accountabilities. As I recall, I recommended
that all unpaid personnel be encouraged to undertake this train-
mg.

Upon reflection. I see that it was the personal experi-
ence of oppression around HIV that sensitized people to the
issues and led them to work in the field. I was no exception. It
wasthe interaction between three elements (myself as change
agent, complete with my own world view. values and empower-
ment issues; the work I did; and the setting in which I did the
work) that had the deepest impact on me as a nascent commu-
nitypsychologist. Like many community psychologists en-
gaged in empowerment efforts in an area close to their own
lives, I became the self-reflecting subject of my work. as well
as an object of my work. by being a member ofa target com-
munity.

Implications
To do this work effectively, professionals need to be

open to exposing their own blind spots. In my case, my frustra-
tion was due to inflated expectations of my professional
agency. and the perception that I had little power to effect ma-
jor change. With an increased awareness of the power of trans-
formative adult education and action research. I have realized
that the power that professionals can bring to these settings is
the skills and ability to establish the space and trust that encour-
ages a dialogue of empowennent amongst stakeholders. I feel
that effective action may be less about setting up programs., and
more about fostering a self-reflective discussion that exposes
the roots of oppression and creates a supportive peer environ-
ment of action learning.

If! had my time again, I would have paid to see a
'regular' psychologist on a weekly basis for supervision. and
not been so pedantic about waiting to meet the 'right' one with
a community orientation. In the absence of appropriate internal
direction and support, I clearly needed to debrief regularly and
reflexively with an external supervisor. and to explore the is·
sues that my work brought up for me in terms of my own op-
pression. mortality, sexuality, identity. and dialectic relation-
ship with a minority culture.

A second implication of my experience is that commu-
nity psychologists may need skills training to create the spaces
for stories of pain and oppression to be aired and worked
through within groups or organisations, rather than just within
individual counselling. This kind of group work should not be
seen as the domain solely of clinical psychologists or social
workers. Indeed. our multi-level focus on individuals, groups
and communities across various organizational settings gives us
a unique opportunity to generate innovative, empowering inter-
ventions involving people and stakeholders across the social
spectrum. To make the most of our experience and expertise.
we need to ensure that we are adequately skilled, prepared and
supported in ereating opportunities for members of our client
communities to explore and transcend the many issues involved
in their oppression. To do this effectively, I believe that open-
ness to self-exploration. maintained through appropriate super-
vision and skills development, is essential.

Finally, we may need more intense training in the is-
sues confronted by the participant-activist. particularly when
working within smaller commWlities characterised by dense
and complex.. overlapping networks. Some professional ethics,
such as those involving public-private role separations. may
only be possible in larger urban areas. How can we translate
these ethics for meaningful application in dense, intense com-
munities? How does the professional participant-activist main-
tain and nurture their private self in a community environment
that may not value or even recognize this need? What can we
learn about notions and values of privacy, and preservation of
the private self, from tribal societies and non-western cultures?
How would this knowledge impact on our notion of what it
means to be a 'professional'?

Whilst my time in this role was perhaps the most diffi-
cult period in my professional life to date, it was also an in-
tensely rich experience. in which I learned essential life skills
and faced many of my own demons. It was my 'wilderness pe-
riod', a rite of passage into professional adulthood. At the time,
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I felt somewhat let down by the community psychology profes-
sion. As time has passed. I have come to suspect that the only
way that many of us can develop our skills, insights and resil-
ience is to undergo a similar initiation. I recommend that all
community psychologists spend time in a direct service provi-
sion role. We all nCt..~ to appreciate first hand the complexity of
social issues and the impact that we can have, not only on indi-
vidual people's lives. but also on the organizations in which we
work and the communities to which we belong.

When one door closes, another door opens:
Disabling researcher prejudices and

enabling ethical practices

Paul S. Duckett
University of North umbria at Newcastle. UK

paul.duckett@unn.ac.uk

This paper is less about a turning point. more about a sudden
and painful reigning in of my sense of ethical propriety. I was a
community psychologist researching the employment interview
experiences of disabled people. At the time I believed I was
working in an ethically informed way on disability issues. hav-
ing worked alongside disabled people for nine years. The inci-
dent I describe below challenged this.

Contnt
Disability in the UK is embedded within deep-rooted social set-
tings and systems. The social. economic. political and cuhurnl

context of most direct relevance to my research included:
• the disproportionate risk of disabled people to be unem-

ployed or in poor quality emplo)'TI'lent
• hostile labour market conditions with high levels of unem-

ployment and poor quality employment
• plU1itivedisability and unemplo)'TI'lent legislation
• dom inance of a medical model ideology (disabled people

as in need. burdened by impainnent) implicit in the socio-
economic structures of corporate and state institutions (i,e,
exclusionary employment practices and paternalistic health
care provision) and the voluntary sector (disabled people as
reliant on the benevolence and charity of others)

• inadequately funded and poorly conceptualised de-
institutionalisation and community care programmes
within fractured health care and social work systems

• a disability movement that was gradually challenging the
dominant ideology and cultural beliefs that sU~1ain dis-
abilism. sexism and racism media scare-mongering ofrish
to the public posed by de-institutionalised mental health
'patients'

Closing a door
Early in 1995 I was recruiting participants for my research pro-
ject. Alan wrote to me asking to take part in an interview at his
house. When I called to see him he was waiting on his doorstep
with a warm greeting. As I entered he locked the door behind
us, explaining he didn't want to be disturbed by neighbours
walking in. The following section of transcript of our conversa·
tion situates my emotional response to the event as it unfolded.
The notes on the right focus on my feelings during the inter-
view.

Allin: I mcan I had a good inter.•..icw ... thc chap. I cannar: remember his name that
inh:nie"cd me. wa."Ii.)rthe Parlton Paper. Now I am a titter for trade and I think..
ought than mther than put down schil"_ophrcniaon the application form I put a nerv-
ous breakdown. So this fellow didn't know what I was about in that inteniew.
I~aul: Aha.
Alan: And it started to da"n "hen I \va.••telling him that the form of medication
that I wa.••taking was ea.••ier cnntrolled than diahctes r~lIy because thc..-rewa••no
injc..'l.1ionsand that in\'Olvcd. And I could imaginc that his wheels started to "hirl
a"a\ and I think he had done some rc.>carchinto "hat a nervous breakdown wa.••
and ihe next thing J was completely unsuccessful and that was a good interview until
the point I "as leaving the door.
Paul: So that was like aner you len the inlervir:w. did you leavc the intervie"
thinking it wa.••a good interviev•.?
Alan: Aye good. aye. it "a ••a g<xxiintt.-r.•..icw. aye. The next thing I got a letter say-
ing that I wa••completely unsucccssfuiliaughs).
Paul: Did you mention schimphrenia in the intervicw?
Alan: No. no.
Paul: Just nervous breakdown.. you put on the thing.
Allin: That's right. that's right. I started doing that hecalL••e at lea••t you gct a chance
of getting an inlenie" at some point }'OU know because. it just tend••to fi-ighten
them olrthis schi••..ophrenia ... {unc/ear 8 word.{J The funny thing is that I have be!.,"
keeping quite "ell this last week. just cr... 1 mean I am I:x]thcredmore by the para-
noia side of it "herca ••other people hear voices ... And it either comes on slowly ...
or it hits you like that Iclicks his lingersI it is just like a switch... it is funny it is like
\\ hcn you do you literdllyjust shit yoursclfand }'Oujust go for the medicine you
know.

Ilere is where my emotions erupt. Suddenly
I amfrighlened I am thinking of Alan's di·
agnosis ofschi=ophrenia and ofho'H' Alan
had locked me into his house. Quickly, I put
mv emotions in check· .-Ilan is no more
likely to pose a /hreal to me than anyone
elJe. I ha\'e gh'en in to a prejudice. I am no
longer frightened. I am ashamed.

I now ""'ant to tell Alan about my feelings
about his di.{c!o.mre. I am tr)'ing to do so
here, but it seem~' to have closed down
Alan's flow of conservation_ I feel a need
to he honest, but am unsure how to do this
without harming a research relationship
thai is only aft!\'.' minutes old.

I am so pre-occupied by my own feelings
here that I am not Ii~·tening as closely to
A Ian as I should.

By now the inter\-'iew i.{ progressing at pace
and Ifeel I should move on and keep my
ini/ial previous feelings prh'ate,

.' ..- ..' .; -: .; -: ..: " -: .: .-
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Emotional and ethical reflections
This brief event drew me to the painful realisation that I was
not as free from prejudice as I had believed. I was only anxious
aoout Alan locking the door once he told me his impairment.
This timing prevented me from making sense of my fear as a
proper response to being locked in a room with a stranger.
Rather, I had, albeit momentarily, surrendered to a powerful
process of social stereotyping through stigmatising Alan's S(r

cial identity. I had been able to articulate the medicalising and
stigmatising discourses surrounding disability. However, I had
not fully mapped out the effect these discourses had on me, e,g
the media frenzy on the supposed threat to the public of people
with mental health difficulties. This resulted in my feelings of
shame when it unexpectedly surfaced.

Towards the end of the interview Alan told me why he
had locked the door behind me.

... cause I didn't want anyone walking in on us ... like
when we are talking about this and that and ... like no
one around here knows that I have got schizophrenia.
If they knew ... arrgh ... I'd be a leper like, you know? ..
I don't want them knowing my business .. it would be
hellish for me.

The irony does not escape me when I consider that his locking
the door, contributing to my fear, was motivated by Alan's fear
of our conversation being overheard by his neighbours. He had
briefly mentioned this at the time but I had not appreciated its
significance. The community in which Alan lived was close-
knit and. as Alan perceived it, rife with negative social percep-
tions towards schizophrenia.

This experience influenced how I felt towards, connected to and
presented the research material. From then on I needed to re-
flect on the influence of prejudice in my own positioning t(}-

wards disability. The theme of prejudice figured prominently in
my final research report. However, the prejudice I was so keen
to document I also partially owned. This was to be an extremely
uncomfortable reflection for me to make but valuable in making

clearer my subjective engagement in the research project.

New doors opening
This event had an impact on the subsequent research relation·
ships I developed with participants., allowed me room to dis-
mantle my prejudices, and to reflect on my sense of partisan-
ship and allegiance with research participants and my academic
peer group.

The event initially fractured the trust J sought to establish be-
tween Alan and myself - in that instant J had perceived Alan as
a threat. This was damaging for any future research relationship
that was to develop. With Alan. as with other participants, J

would subsequently engage in several other research roles (in
group and action research settings) and we kept in contact
throughout the three years of the research project. Though
short-lived, my early negative feelings towards Alan presented
a social barrier that ( was keen to remove. Keeping in touch
with Alan helped me to surmount this barrier. It gave me suffi-
cient time to reflect on the nature of social barriers Alan faced
in his employment experiences and gave me time to heal the
damage I felt I had initially done to our research relationship.

Sustaining our research relationship had many positive out-
comes such as the rich material he shared with me, and the ad·
ditional research roles we both subsequently occupied and en-
joyed. It further gave me the chance to dismantle the hidden
prejudice that I had owned. Through working alongside Alan.
aspects of his identity other than his label of ,schizophrenia' be-
came more salient. I was able to understand his experiences in
new ways -- beyond the medicalising and individualising dis-
course that had been the initial foundation of my fleeting preju-
dice. This experience gave me the confidence and desire to sus-
tain further research relationships with other participants in this
and other research projects.

I was later to work alongside a New Zealand! Aotearoa trained
Community Psychologist (Rebekah Pratt). This added an extra
cultural layer to my understanding of the incident - in particular
my desire to confess my reaction to Alan· as she has helped me
question my motivations for forgiveness and to reflect on my
sense of partisanship with disabled research participants and my
academic peer group. In New Zealand the (limited) practice of
privileged groups (e.g .• Pakeha) asking forgiveness from those
they have oppressed (e.g., Maori) is seen as adding further to
the abuse of the oppressed. They have to hear the details of
their oppressors' prejudices in order for the oppressor to feel
absolved, have their feelings of shame understood and their ac-
tions ultimately forgiven. Rather than confess to Alan about my
moment of prejudice against him. I now consider my confessor
should be my academic peer group. This however poses certain
threats to me professionally. It could give some of my academic
peers in the UK, who are already hostile to community psychol-
ogy developing here. further reason to attack and lD1dennine my
work in particular and community psychological work in gen-
eral. fiowever, for the few UK community psychologists
among them, my confession may aid their own professional
development and their reflections on the prevention of abusive
practices. Whether I confess to academic allies or antagonists,
using this paper as a vehicle for confession certainly places me
in a more vulnerable position professionally than were I to have
confessed privately to Alan. This gives me room to reflect on
whether I wish to develop my allegiances to the academic peer
group I research among or to disabled and disempowered pro..
pie I research with. Both become possible if community psy-
chologists seek to become allies to disadvantaged groups
through lD1derstanding. acknowledging and seeking to disman-
tle their own prejudices and encouraging others to do the same.
In this way, the door opened for me to feel a stakeholder and
contributor to the future of community psychology in the UK.

Lessons for community psychology?
It may appear to some that J have been lUtnecessarily over self
critical, self-indulgent or even victim (self) blaming. To others
it may appear a painful personal account that needs a 'public'
showing to illustrate how endemic and deep-seated some preju-
dices are. Whichever, it may show how community psycholo-
gists (well, one at least) as well as being value driven are bag-
gage laden. Some baggage (prejudices) may be harder and more
painful to admit ownership to and remove than others, but if
done with care and thoroughness may benefit our research and
practice and benefit disempowered members of the communi-
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ties in which we live. I would hope. as it has done with me, that
telling our personally painful stories may encourage critical
thinking in others through both ethical and emotional reflexiv-
ity. It may move us as commlUlity psychologists not only to
make clear our values but to be honest about, aware of and seek
to dismantle our prejudices where and whenever they unexpect·
edly surface. I have briefly shown this process as I went
through it and have dmwn out some lessons I have learnt that
have benefited my own research in and lUlderstanding of com·
munity psychology. Whether that baggage is hooked on other's
impairment, gender, ethnicity, age or sexuality, I wonder how
many other community psychologists have also gone through a
similar process of personal pain and then growth.

Reflections On The Anti-Racism Classroom
Sallie Greenwood

The Waikato Polytechnic,
Hamilton, New Zealand.
e-mail: nusxg@twp.ac.nz

My work for the last five years has been with student nurses in
the anti-racism component of their curriculum. I work with
other social change issues such as gender, sexual orientation
and poverty but for the purpose of this paper I will focus on the
antiracism work IlUldertake and in particular the challenges
posed by students' resistance in the classroom.

Although nursing is traditionally a conservative discipline,
Maori nurses, assisted by Maori and Pakeha nurse educators,
have been leading the world in their approach to racism through
the nursing curriculum. The aim of Cultural Safety is to provide
a process whereby nurses learn to see themselves as carriers of
culture, and thus aware of cultural risk, in their dealings with
their patients. In a past life I was a nurse which fortunately
qualified me to be part of this work with nursing students.

The Cultural Safety component of the Bachelor of Nursing
(BN) programme combines four papers that are a core part of
the curriculum. In the first year nurses explore ideas around
their own identity, their awareness of difference and ethnocen-
trism. Cultural safety tmining implicitly undermines many stu-
dents' previous assumptions by asking them to re-evaluate their
beliefs. Pakeha tutors teach these papers and for many students
are the most personally challenging aspect of the curriculums.
The second and third year papers focus on application of the
principles to practice and are taught by Maori and Pakeha tutors
demonstrating a partnership model. We are required to assess
students ability to be culturally safe, using academic processes.
However, the test of a nurses ability to be culturally safe lies
with the patient who is being cared for. According to Irihapeti
Ramsden (1993), one of the leading th~rists of cultural safety,
this can be measured in a number of ways. These include pa-
tient surveys, and other research that explores service usage and
satisfaction.

Education for social change is about creating spaces where
ideas can awaken other possibilities, it is not about conformity
and control but about questioning. Thcrefore my style in the

classroom aims to be dialogic and facilitative, a new experience
for many students. I have fairly flexible boundaries which usu·
ally allows me to move (or at least suspend) my position to ex-
plore another. This is important for the dialogic relationship
when both student and tutor can develop their understandings.
Yet there have been times, usually when my energies are low or
there is a multiplicity of personal and professional demands
when I have responded in a defensive reactionary way which
prevents movement.

Forms of resistance
When I began this work I had no conception of the level ofre-
sistance to engaging with notions of difference I would encoun-
ter, or the forms it would take. Had I known I might have
avoided the work believing myself ill equippt.~ for the task.
Yet, in a sometimes difficult journey I have grown the work
and the work has grown me.

People generally perceive themselves to be good and fair in
their dealings with others. It is a cultuml imperative in New
Zealand where the myth of egalitarianism persists. This notion
can be shattered in the anti-racism classroom for tutor and stu-
dent. The beliefs that arc challenged are implicated in identity
and when identity is threatened a range of defenses may be
enlisted. Denial and projection are common defenses. As the
protagonist the tutor may be perceived as bad and unfair and
hostility explicitly directed towards them. The projection can
take the form of outright hostility, withdrawal. or subversive
behavior. At this point the tutor's identity can also be threat-
ened. Open hostility is difficult to tolerate; it threatens at a deep
level. It is easy to take a defensive position in response that is
counterproductive.

The necessity and snare of \'ulnerability
My worst experience of responding defensively lasted for a se-
mester when a particular student was bent on disrupting the ses·
sions. She got my number quickly and realised that dialogue
was what I was seeking and prepared to engage in thoroughly.
She therefore asked a number of challenging but apparently
genuine questions. Too late I realised she was leading me down
a blind alley each time. Our process excluded the other students
who rapidly felt marginalised. I lost the class and my confi-
dence to facilitate the class was weakened. Despite my best
efforts I went into the sessions each time holding a defensive
position.

The student had seemingly opened up the opportunity for dia-
logue. What I now recognise is that she had invited me into a
position of the person with legitimate power, albeit one she had
every intention of resisting. I thought I had entered into dia-
logue but in fact unconsciously responded to her invitation and
became 'the one who knew' and could tell the student the way it
was. At that moment there was no longer a dialogue; I was not
listening to the covert messages about resistance. I wanted to
convince her of the rightness of my view.

Had I listened. been conscious of the invitation, responded less
defensively I might not have lost the class. When I develop
genuinely collaborative relationships, valuing students' knowl-
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edge I am in a better position to create an empowering class-
room.

Refledions on the experience:
The role of vulnerability

Thus the critical position for the tutor is to be able to hold nega-
tive projections, without resorting to defensiveness, enabling
students to continue working through some of the issues. Re-
sisting a defensive position requires a number of things; an
awareness of the dynamic, a reflexive approach. a value base
that supports non-defensiveness. and a safe place to debrief. I
was unaware of these things when 1began this work.

Interestingly my potential for defensiveness increased as I
gained confidence in my knowledge of the material. My early
lack of confidence made me feel vulnerable; in a similar posi-
tion to the students. As my confidence increased I believe I be-
came more separate from them.

A willingness to remain vulnerable may then be an important
aspect of working successfully with issues of racism. Clearly,
remaining vulnerable is not something that can occur easily or
consistently. Vulnerability is not valued by society and can be
exhausting to sustain. Neither is it appropriate to remain vulner-
able in all situations at all times and students engaging in this
kind of exploration need some finn ground to stand on.

Some of our students have experienced significant trauma in
their lives. which has taught them that being vulnerable is a
threat to their existence. I am not a therapist in the classroom,
yet,l must attend to these issues and be cognisant of the mean-
ing of power in their lives if I am to work successfully with
them. I need to gauge when to be vulnerable and when to stand
firm in order to create an environment of trust in which students
can feel safe to challenge themselves and me. Elias (1994. cit-
ing Skoles. 1986) makes the point that:

We can neither mandate nor otherwise coerce change.
Rather, the vicissitudes of lasting change represent a collabora-
tive process, in which a community psychologist's contribu-
tions - and their limits - and those of many others must be ac-
knowledged (p.306).

Thevalues which infonn the way the anti-racism trainer works
will impact directly on the experience for student and tutor and
therefore need to be carefully elucidated. From my experiences
inthe anti-racism classroom I have attempted to develop a
pedagogical position which is empowering for most students.

Implications for community psycbol~ists
Raisingthe awareness of people to the nature of oppression.
andtheir own role in that oppression. carries a responsibility to
support them through the process. For the work to be successful
it must be an empowering process for the participants or the
risk is that racism will become more deeply entrenched.

Thenotion of empowerment. which is a central value of com-
munitypsychology, is problematic in that it assumes we are in a
position to give power to others. My role, often, is identifying

ways in which I. and others. can disempowcr. Bcing able to
identify our paternalism will mean that we can get 'out of the
way' of people's attempts to empower themselves. This applies
as much to my behavior in relation to students as it does to their
behavior in relation to patients. Kieffer (1984) believed that
when we seek to empower "we should not seek to do for others
what they must do for themselves" (p. 28).

The passion that accompanies social change work can some-
times make it difficult to critique the work we do. We are en-
gaged with it at a deeply personal level. Nevertheless. for our
work to be empowering it must be open to critique. Empower-
ing infonnation giving therefore must be accessible and offer as
its corollary the tools to critique that infonnation. Bevis
(1989). for example "has challenged nurse educators to develop
emancipatory teaching approaches that will empower students
and foster critical thinking" (cited in Baldwin & Nelms, 1993).

Theories about power are central to our roles and underpin our
values as community psychologists. The theoretical perspec-
tives we utilise will determine not only the analyses we are able
to propose but also the actions that we will fonnulate in re-
sponse. We may inadvertently sustain the status quo by uncriti-
cal use of dominant theories, and reinstating familiar positions
of power and powerlessness.

Psychology has traditionally seen power in terms of individual,
intentional 'power over' others. For example, Moscovici (1976)
perceived power as a dynamic of domination that produces
compliance and submission. Certainly this is the positioo that
has been taken by educators in the past., although probably less
often in the present.

More recently Vaughn and Hogg (1995) have defined power as:
"The capacity to influence others while resisting their attempts
their influence" (p. 123). This is perhaps the discourse we would
see more often in the classroom. It is one that many of our stu-
dents expect. It is a discourse that positions the student and tu-
tor as entirely separate in the educational experience. The tutor
positioned this way will resist attempts to be drawn into open
dialogue with students. Rather they will be the 'objective ex·
pert'.
Such accounts of power while being useful to understanding.
and generating important dialogue, have obscured notions of
resistance and tended to re-instate existing relations of power.
In contrast, critical psychology has been interested in the rela-
tionship between ideology. discourse and power. Parker (1989)
suggests that we "move from a concern with the 'will' or
'intention' ofa power-holder to an analysis of the position ITom
which power is exercised" (p. 63).

For example, the tutor who sees themselves as the objective
expert imparting information and resisting dialogue with stu-
dents recreates a particular power position. This, in turn, limits
the available student responses and recreates them in a compli-
mentary power position. While student resistance is possible the
terms of that resistance are circumscribed For example. stu-
dents work is graded by the tutor, students do not have an au-
thoritative voice, students who believe themselves to be less
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knowledgable than the tutor feel less able to challenge their au-
thority. It is a relationship of power which protects the tutor and
which is tempting to adopt when a classroom becomes unpre-
dictable. If the tutor is unprepared. it is at the moment of most
potential thaI slhe can revert to the controlling position thus los-
ing the opportunity of the moment.

As a result of the experience I have outlined I have made some
significant changes to my practice. I have reduced the amount
of time I spend teaching anti-racism papers to make space for
the reflection which is essential. The level of vigilance required
to work collaboratively with resistant students around such a
contentious issue cannot be sustained over too long a period. I
have found it important to maintain a balance between working
with resistance and working with assent.

I have withdra\\'TI some of my emotional capital from the work.
That doesn't mean I believe it to be less important than I did. on
the contrary. Rather, I try not to invest so much of my identity
in it. This makes it easier for me to be wrong. to not have all the
answers. and to be openly questioning of my own processes. I
remember too that education is not a panacea, it is merely one
point of opportunity.
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Di~~in~ Deep: Reclaimin~ Community and Identity
throu~h Cultural Activity

Pilar Kasat
Cultural Planning Program Manager

Community Arts Network, \yestem Australia

General Augusto Pinochet has once again made the hC'ddlines of
global media. The issues of crimes against humanity and hu-
man rights are debated once again. There are questions about
whether Pinochet will ever be trialed. 111eoutcome of this proc·
ess will have an impact on the lives of many Chileans in Chile
and others still in exile. dispersed around the world.

I was 8 years of age when General Pinochet and the Military
Junta performed one of the bloodiest Coup d' Etat in Latin
America on September II, 1973. Until then Chile had always
been proud of having one of the healthiest democracy in Latin
America. Chilean president Salvador Allende was overthrown
and his fate, like many other political activists, intellectual, pro-
fessionals, workers and students., ended in unnamed. hidden
graves scattered around the country. Many people were exe·
cuted. tortured and disappeared. while others fled the country to
continue an international campaign for justice.

In the 70's, 1belonged to the uprising middle-working class. My
family had struggled financially for many years and under the
dictatorship, if you were able to work and keep your mouth
shut, then you could more or less be ensured financial stability.

Growing up in this context meant that the world around me was
clearly divided by good and evil-those who supported Pinochct
and those who did not. I remember vividly my mother always
telling me 'you must never talk about politics'. What she really
meant was, you must never talk against the military or Pino-
chet.

At the ages of 8 and 9 I was surrounded by right wing. clearly
fascist. political discourses, with the radio and television con-
stantly manufacturing right wing ideology. In schools it was
compulsory to attend and sing at a civic ceremony every Mon·
day morning. We, in a very military fashion, marched and sang
the National anthem. I was like many others a child of the Na·
tion, the hope for the future, the creation of the anti communists
citizen, the new breed of Nationalists.

It was not Wltill had the privilege to secure a place in the pres·
tigious 'Pontiticia Universidad Catolica de Chile', that my life
changed. It was then that I encountered the most pervasive class
confrontation. The aristocracy did not like my working-middle
class humble origins but likely I was not alone. There were oth-
ers like myself that had entered, somehow, into the privilege
few that could access the right for education.

It was then that I met other students mainly from Humanities,
Education and the Arts that like myself wanted to tind out some
truths. In the pursuit of my education I became involved in p0-
litical activism. It was not in the beginning a desire for political
change but more a sense of lTeedom of expression. I was aware
that as a citizen of Chile I did not have the liberty to openly ex-
press my views. I had been bred in a climate of self·ccnsorship.
The worst thing of all was that I had learnt to keep silent. I had
been indoctrinated over the years on how to do it and I did it
well.

The more I searched for truths the more I realised that my po-
litical activism was not an option or a free choice, it was about
a deep sense of survival. I had not choice but to be involvedjust
as I had no choice but to dissent. Tne Military was powerful,
anned and present eVCT)'\\'here. I developed extra eyes, I learnt
to be inconspicuous, to be disciplined and above all I learnt that
the key to effective action was collective action. An individual
approach to the struggle was equivalent to suicide.
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Aftermany political rallies, under-ground meetings and politi-
calactions ( recognised that my activities became more than my
original quest for freedom. From the governments point of view
anyof these civil rights were subversive actions against the Na-
tiontherefore the government had the right to treat me as a
'terrocisC.put me in jail. make me disappear, rape me or kill
me.

In 1996 a young woman was set alight very close to where (
lived.She survived but her physical scars were evident signs
thatthe repression had not subsided. Soon after that the
neighbourhood was raided by armed soldiers, my house was
searched.and my ooyfriend was taken. The sound of machine-
gunsstill resonate in my ears together with the memories of tear
gasthat blinded and choked me. ( began to have nightmares. I
dreamtmany times of being shot at. with me there were little
children killed in a river of blood.

I felt the compelling need to get out. a desperation of wanting to
leave. ( acted on it and. be it fate. miracle or my luck I was ac-
ceptedby the Australian government under their Special Hu-
manitarian Program. (landed in Perth. Western Australia in
February 1987.

My life took a sudden and absolute change. It took me two
yearsto get over the guilt ofbcing a deserter and to stop being
terrified when I heard fire works. 11 was not an easy transition.
infact far more difficult than I ever envisaged. I wondered con-
stantlywhether my sense of security was worth it. when I had
noapparent purpose in the lucky country down under.

Renterion
It is the year 2000. the turn of the century and a good time to
lookback and reflect. I am currently working with Community
Arts Network Western Australia (CAN WA) as Cultural Plan-
ning Program Manager. CAN WA is a community- based or-
ganisation that uses culture and the arts to facilitate and gener-
atecommunity vitality. CAN WA uses Community Cultural
Development (CCD) to achieve its aims. CCD is a methodol-
ogythat values individuals.. histories. experil-'f1ces.hopes and
needs and recognizes that each individual contributes to the
makeup the collective -- the community.

Community Arts and community buildjn~
My background and experiences outlined aoove are the build-
ing blocks on how I approach the work I do. 11 is aoout empow-
eringcommunities through a process of participation in local
decision making. It is about exploring local identity and to de·
,'elop a shared vision that allows community and local govern-
ments to plan for its future. We work with notions that develop-
ment that is not separated from cultural identity but informed
by it. The key elements of this process are participation and in-
clusion of all sectors of the community. It is aoout generating
adequate and creative processes of consultation and participa-
tion that allow minorities to have a voice. Community cultural
development is based on the strengths of a community and not
its ills. 11 removes itself from a welfare approach and looks to.
wardsthe balancing of powers. It is about generating public
places that tell stories of that community. creating spaces where

people belong. Community cultural development has the poten-
tial to generate change from within -- enabling. empowering.
enriching.

This is one of the most fascinating jobs I have ever done. I find
myself approaching my work with a political consciousness that
was born many years ago. This context is so far removed from
where I developed that consciousness. Nonetheless. I see re-
markable applications to those skills and principles that (dis-
covered years ago.

Issues affecting Aooriginal Australians and Non-English speak-
ing migrants have become very close to my heart. These groups
have been discriminated againSi. abused. deprived of cultural
rights and freedom of self- determination for years. Despite the
democratic rights that many Australians enjoy today. there is a
long way to go in removing entrenched ideological barriers. For
instance. the right to identify oneself as an Australian is still the
domain of the White majority. ( have been involved primarily
in the areas of Cultural Diversity, Advocacy and Cultural Plan-
ning. The right for self-detennination. cultural freedom and s0-
cial justice are values that are an intrinsic part of my work to-
day. I have over the years re-constructed myselfand re-defined
the principles that compelled me to became a political activist
in Chile during the 80's.

( could say that one the biggest influences I had in the develop-
ment of a socially just consciousness are the fact that I had the
opportunity to be educated. In my case not just because I ended
up with a degree but because I encountered critical thinkers.
creative people. and a network ",'hich allowed me to interact
and apply that critical knowledge.

( have found in Australia. despite its democratic political sys-
tem that differs from where ( came from. there are similar is-
sues affecting minorities. I have found that government institu-
tions are designed to control at any cost. I have found that free-
dom of expression and the right to exercise ones own culture is
limited. Cultural freedom according to UNESCO is a collective
freedom, a fundamental right which leaves us free to meet one
of the most basic needs - the need to detennine our own basic
needs.

I argue that countries like Australia and other western democra-
cies have limited the ability of minorities to determine their cui·
tural rights. In Chile I experienced very clear oppressive
mechanisms that the State used to ensure control of peoples
movements and actions. In Australia and other western democ-
racies the State does not obviously interfere with peoples abili-
ties to move freely; however it interferes through complex sys-
tems such as mass media. The oppression that comes with al-
lowing or disallowing people to express their own culture is not
overt; you have to dig deep to uncover the forms of social regu·
lation and manipulation.

There are two main reasons why I believe western democracies,
despite having politically and socially democratic structures
have contributed to a great lack of freedom for cultural expres-
sion. These are: I) the cult of the individual and 2) the manu-
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facturing of needs. I have no doubt that the cult of the individ-
ual contradicts any possibility of social action as well as any
possibility to collectively determine cultural freedom. Ifcul-
tural freedom is about determining our own needs the purpose-
ful campaigns to manufacture people's needs through advertis-
ing and mass media goes directly against cultural freedom. For
example, Noam Chomsky asserts that in the US at least, the me-
dia have control of public information in a much more effective
way than in totalitarian states.

The cultural framework in which those needs are promoted as
desirable belong to a dominant culture which allows very little
for the recognition of cultural diversity. To what extend the
ability to detennine our needs are the product ofa tree choice?
In my first few years in Australia.. the apparent lack of political
awareness or interest that people was striking. At first, I put this
down to apathy. Later I thought people were too comfortable to
get involved in political issues. My perceptions have changed
since, I do not believe people are disinterested. I think there is a
deep-rooted feeling of disconnectedness and therefore the per-
ception that one individual alone docs not have the power to
make any significant changes.

Those of us who have been privileged enough to be educated in
both the formal and informal sense have a tremendous task.
Those of us that live in stable democracies and believe in cul-
tural freedom and in the power to determine our own needs
must dig deep. The question of what lies at the centre of our
own political and social institutions is a critical one.

The power to detennine our needs is fundamental. To contest
the creation of needs from the mass media is urgent. My work
is about asserting local identity and working with the premise
that culture shapes all our thinking imagining and behaviour. It
is about re-examining peoples perceptions of culture, recognis-
ing the cultural elements in peoples 'daily life. It is also about
appreciating people's own culture so that there is room and un-
derstanding to appreciate the culture of others. Is about foster-
ing and valuing diversity.

Conclusion
I have traveled and follow the world news with passion. Chile
is not an isolated incident and Pinochet is not the only dictator -
- there are many abuses of human rights that are still being car-
ried out today. The best thing that has happened for me in Aus-
tralia is the recognition that the world as a whole is my concern.
I do not have a Nation and do not have any sense of patriotism.
I feel part of those who regardless of geographical location are
still determined to live in FREEDOM.

NGA KANOHlIIOU:
Experiences of an Intern

Brid~ette J\'1asters - Te Rarawa. T~wharetoa-ki-Kawerau

In this paper J reflect upon the initial workplace experiences of
an intern from the post graduate community psychology pro-
gramme otTered by the University of Waikato, Psychology De-
partment. It is a story about my experiences as I moved into the
workforce after six years of full time tertiary study.

As a Maori woman who moved straight into tertiary study after
completing secondary school, I had grand visions of how my
youth and enthusiasm could be put to good use in the work-
force. I have entitled this paper N~a kanohi hou. Literally
translated, this means New faces. I felt this was an appropriate
name because it reflects the many new faces that I encountered
as my life moved in a new direction. Some friendly, some not-
so-friendly, some openly hostile, some openly caring, while
others were friendly on the outside, but mean on the inside. My
first year in the workforce as a trainee community psychologist
was a bumpy one, my whanau, my internship supervisor, the
workplace and for me - and yet, ironically, I graduated with
distinction.

Context
The organisation I chose to work for required a move away
from Hamilton where I had undertaken tertiary studies for the
past seven years. After long discussions with my partner and
lecturers, I joined a market research company based in Auck·
land City. The job title I had was Project Manager Social Re-
search I Kairangahau Maori. My main responsibility, as I saw
it, was to ensure that project designs were culturally appropriate
to Maori and that sufficient consultation took place to allow
Maori input into the research. When I joined the organisation, I
was the first full time Maori statTmember and one of the very
few staff to hold a masters degree or post-graduate diploma.

From my initial observations, the staff were friendly. the com-
pany was committed to social research and evaluation and had a
genuine interest in recruiting Maori statTinto the company. All
senior staff identified as Pakeha, and had very little previous
experience or communication with ethnic minorities in terms of
research or consultation

Experience
Not long after I joined the company, I observed some key fac-
tors: statTwho had been with the company for five to 10 years
had left; staff morale was constantly low; and there were clear
divisions amongst staff and a definite sense ofhierarchy.

As a Maori person joining a work team, I had an unspoken ex-
pectation that some form of whakawhanaungatanga would oc~
cur. Whakawhanaungatanga is a method of welcoming and
embracing people into a family; in this instance, the work fam~
ily. Given that the organisation claimed to be committed to
Maori development and research, I did not think this was an
unrealistic expectation. J had attended powhiri, a ceremony of
welcome, at other mainstream organisations for new Maori
statT, in organisations that I had hea.rd were less "infonned"
than the company I had chosen to join. I accepted the position
and informed the company that I would turn up for work at a
certain time on a certain date. To my amazement when I arrived
I was directed to a seat in a hallway and asked to wait while a
meeting took place in what was to have been my office. There
was no desk, no chair, no computer and no welcome waiting for
me. About an hour later someone turned up and offered to show
me around the office and introduce me to people. This was to
be my induction into the office. While I never made comment
to anyone in the office about my disappointment. I became
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wary when the same behaviour was not repeated for other new
arrivals. People who joined the company after I had (all
Pakeha) were welcomed with an especially prepared office with
pot plant, desk, computer, chair and welcome card waiting.

Senior staff in the organisation met on a weekly basis. At these
meetings someone was nominated as staff member of the week
and awarded a prize. At first I was supportive of this concept
because I felt it was a good way to give recognition to people
who had worked hard, or to acknowledge the effort of staff who
had perhaps tried and failed at something. However, as it be-
came clear that the same people issued the prize and the same
people received it throughout my time with the organisation, I
stopped supporting it. Reasons for people receiving the prize
became "shel11e turned up for work today" and "he/she worked
on this project with me" or "for being such a special person". I
would have understood if different people were given the prize
for these reasons - but the same four people every month for
six months? On a rare occasion. someone different received the
prize, but they were never ajunior staff member, interviewer,
person of ethnic origin other than Pakeha. or person whose sal-
ary was under S30.000.

I '-"asrepeatedly reminded that I was different: my views were
marginalised and my suggestions ignored. I had to fight for the
right to: receive a computer with e-mail to maintain contact
with my supervisors (although this was in my contractual agree·
ment); obtain business cards; meet with other Maori researchers
to discuss methodology and analysis; attend seminars and pro-
fessional development courses; conduct interviews in a way
that I felt was culturally appropriate. I had to argue for the right
to speak to Maori people, and generally any person, outside of
the organisation. Throughout my employment there. I had to
defend my right to work in a way that did not conflict with eve-
rything I believed in or was trained to do.

Every time I met with a problem in my workplace I attempted
to deal with it in a professional and proper manner. By the time
I could no longer tolerate the behaviour of certain key staff. my
sense of self worth was so low I had doubts that I could get a
job. let alone hold on to one. I had only been with the organisa-
tion for six months but it felt like a lifetime.

Reflections
As a community psychologist, I am left wondering why these
behaviours were predominant in that organisation, and why I
allowed them to happen. \\'hen I first joined the organisation, I
was content to sit back and observe. to learn about the organisa-
tion and the context that I found myself working in. However
after a short time, I no longer found this acceptable and at-
tempted to address these issues professionally and through what
I thought were the appropriate channels. Near the end of my
time with them. I was fighting tooth and nail for redress on
many issues within the company. In the end, it became obvious
that I (while not being the only person who felt this way) was
the only person who felt passionate enough to try to change the
situation.

I have discovered more about market research companies since
then, and now believe that some of the marginalisation I felt
was led by key people in the organisation. However, marginal-
ising of minority staff members is not exclusive to market re-
search companies. and I have observed that many other organi-
sations in Aotearoa create a similar situation.

With the benefit of hindsight, and the healing process that takes
place with time, I am able to reflect upon my time in a market
research company with optimism. I still feel that there was a lot
of learning done for both the company and myself. It was a hard
passage, but one I survived and one which has made me a deter-
mined and culturally sensitive researcher. As a result of this
experience and others that followed, I am wary of organisations
and job descriptions that over-emphasise the "cultural strength"
of the organisation. My observations have shown that groups
who do not feel the need to highlight their "cultural awareness"
are usually those who practice and implement cultural safety in
a strong sense. Cultural safety and awareness is more than just
having a policy that can be hWlg on the wall, or a piece of paper
that can be pulled out of a filing cabinet when someone asks
about an organisation's cultural practices. Cultural safety is
something that should be alive and well in an organisation. An
organisation is not culturally aware (or safe for that matter) just
occause it has a number of staff who identify with an ethnic
minority group. It is more than just having the right bums on
seats. Hiring more staff will not make an organisation culturally
safe. Cultural safety should be a living breathing entity that
will be reflected in the interactions amongst statI

Highly skilled. trained, qualified and experienced people in a
specialty area are hard to fmd. For an organisation to receive
the gift of an indigenous person with these attributes and then
treat them in such a horrific manner is a tragedy for two rea-
sons. It highlights that cultural ignorance is still evident in
mainstream New Zealand. It also suggests that organisations
advertise for these positions to secure contracts and not because
of any real interest on their part to be a culturally aware work-
place.

I guess there are many organisations that have gained contracts.
secured funding and obtained a certain status because they had
the 'right policy', or used the 'right words'. There is one thing
I am certain of. they cannot get away with it forever - sooner or
later people will realise the truth.

On my part, I have learned that all the promises and intentions
of a job description or company profile do not necessarily truly
reflect the practices of an organisation. Observation and interac-
tion with employees is a key method to gauge staff perceptions.
However, people applying for a job do not generally have a
month to interact with staff before making a decision. If there
is any doubt in my mind, then I will not commit myself. The
option of contracting or part time emplo)TTlent will always be
considered as an alternative to diving head first into unfamiliar
waters.
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Implications for theory and practice
While the Diploma programme certainly prepared me with the
professional skills needed for working in an organisation exter-
nal to the university system and structure, it did not prepare me
for the people I would come into contact with. Nor did my
training prepare me to deal with the differences between an or-
ganisation's espoused values and its day to day culture.

I suppose it could be said that I had the theory and knowledge,
but not the practice when it came to dealing with the dynamics
of an organisation. While my placements prepared me in a
small way, a ten-day placement could not provide the experi-
ence that a term of employment did. In essence, there was a gap
in my training. I am not suggesting a need to introduce yet an·
other year of fees for students working in an external organisa-
tion - the internship process does that. I am acknowledging a
lack of support and preparation when a student does reach that
level. The support of supervisors and university staff is crucial.
Not only is there a need for the appropriate staff, but there is a
need for those staff to be accessible to students 'Nho leave the
region. Supervisors could argue that alternative methods of
communication (such as telephone, fax, email) are available.
However, if an intern is fighting for access to these mecha-
nisms, who is there to advocate on their behalf?

On another level, can a person truly prepare themselves for hi·
erarchies, racism, elitism, and culturally inappropriate behav-
iOlirs without first experiencing them? How can one advocate
change in such behaviours without experiencing them first-
hand? While I previously felt compassion for those who had
experienced elitist and racist behaviours, but had remained de-
tached. I now have strong feelings of association and intense
s)t11pathy.

As community psychologists, we challenge ourselves to em-
power people and organisations to reach their full potential for
"cultural awareness and responsibility" and to bring about so-
cial justice and innovation through empowerment, competence
enhancement and collaboration. The situation I experienced
suggests that there is much work to do in local workplaces and
in New Zealand society. I hope the community psychologists'
network that is being established in Aotearoa at the moment
will be a small, but productive. step in the right direction. But
there still remains a very long road ahead of us.

Changing Voices: Reaching Out-
Through Stories

REACHOUT
Glas.~house Loan

Alloa, Scotland

Context
In Scotland, around one in three of us adults will sufTer
from a mental health problem at some point in our lives.
Every year around one in siJ:of us (560,000) has a mental
health problem, around one in ten of us has a mental health

problem identified by our family doctor and around one in
fifty of us receins specialist psychiatric ·senices'. These
'services' include admission to psychiatric hospital, el~tro-
convulsive therapy, tranquillisers and anti-depressants and
psychotherapy. Those of us who are working clas~ those of
us who live in relatively deprived areas and those of us who
are women are more likely to have mental health problems,

We have first band experience of mental health problems.
In the hands of mental health professionals each of us has
known what it is to be compliant, fearful, hopeless, uncom-
prehending, isolated. lost, oppressed, unsupported, sad. ig-
nored, surrounded by indifference and permeated with fail-
ure. We decided to help ourselves.

Our Story
We are now members ofREACJIOUT a mental health expres-
sive arts self.help group based in a relatively poor part of Scot·
land. We meet regularly in our development group to discuss
and make decisions on activities. events, long term planning
and evaluation. Via our management committee, made up of
professional workers as well as members of the project, we em-
ploy a development worker, an administrative support worker
and specialists in the creative arts to run workshops, from
which we acquire skills to express ourselves creatively. We ex-
plore difficult issues in a supportive setting. Through express-
ing our feelings and experiences we gain a voice.

We have tried our hand at drama. creative "Titing, kite making,
textiles. clay work, photography. poetry and sculpture. We have
tasted success. We have recorded and released our own music
CD, exhibited our work in Glasgow, been guests at confer-
ences, perfonned our own compositions at concerts and our
own plays at theatres, screened our own video, run our own
workshops and hosted a variety of events locally. Through our
drama, 'Written, directed and performed by ourselves. we have
challenged our audience's attitudes towards mental health is-
sues, provoked interest. debate, controversy, and, on occasion,
disapproval.

Sandie's story

Two beautiful daughters, a caring husband. the good life in the
summer of 198 I. And sadness, madness, breakdown, crisis, and
hospitalisation. This marked my first experience of the psychi-
atric system. It signified, at the time. the end of the world, and
failure; failure as a mother. failure as a wife, failure as a daugh-
ter. sister. friend, housewife, and person. If. as it turned out, it
wasn't the end of the world, it was certainly the end of an era.

A process of change and learning began. This was immediate. I
was a "good" patient. I did 'Nhat I was told, caused no upset,
ate my meals, played scrabble. did jigsaws, attended Occupa-
tional Therapy. And talked to fellow patients. Nineteen years on
I still remember them. Mark, who made me laugh, Steve, who
taught me chords on his guitar, Lizzie with whom I cooked a
meal. Anne and Sheena with whom I played badminton and
dear. kind. frail and frightened Mr Johnson, fonner bank man-
ager. gentleman, now confused and rigid with fear, who had his
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cigarettes confiscated as his smoking was a danger to himself
and others. I can't remember the faces or names of any mem-
bers of nursing staff Two communities existed in that place, to
my mind, THEM and US. The "patient" community, the one
\\-nichgot me through at the end of the day, was my strength
and my hope. It let me simply be.

In 1987 I was working within mental health as a community
worker. I spent two years establishing a learning base at the lo-
cal psychiatric hospital, and learned an enormous amount from
working with the people I supported. Like listening, and en-
couraging. and respecting and valuing their experiences.

When I moved to a community setting in 1991, I had the good
fonune to see an extraordinary play in Edinburgh. It was called
MAD and mental health was the theme. The director recruited
people who had been through the system. The cast members
OUllivedtheir own slories, harrowing, brutal, shocking. and
sometimes funny. Nothing was left to the imagination. What the
members of the large audience were witnessing was the mani-
festation of madness. They were enthralled, fascinated. horri-
fied,outraged. I was fortunate to speak to one of the members
of the cast after. She had battled with mental health problems
for some years and was categorical when she told me that her
involvement in the play had been much more significant and
positive in her struggle towards recovery than hospitalisation,
treabnent and medication had ever been.

The seed for creating the REACHOUT project was sown. I
shared my enthusiasm for drama as a potent and d}11amic vehi-
cle for expression, confidence building, communication, getting
a message across with like-minded colleagues. We secured
enough funding to employ a drama worker, a playwright and
clerical assistant and in 1992 the first of many of
REACHOUT's events took place.

Andy's story
My first encounter with the psychiatric services came about in
1992 and hit me like a ton of bricks. Looking back with hind-
sight I can now say I had been suffering mental health problems
since my teens but never had the courage, or the trust in some-
one to talk about anything, let alone my own problems. I was
frightened all those years, but it wasn'l an option to say or even
admit to this, being the fourth eldest of nine children, eight of
\\-nowere boys, '"the male ego". So I went on all those years
without talking to a soul.

Anyway. in 1992. I decided the best thing for me to do was just
to put an end to my suffering and confusion and take an over-
dose ofparacetemol. After taking about 1I.:n the door opened
and I was stopped. The Doctor was called, he arrived and he
asked what was Mong and why I would do such a thing. I
couldn't answer any of his questions except to tell him I had
taken some pills and had Mitten a suicide note. I was admitted
to Bellsdyke Psychiatric Hospital for a couple of days and was
then transferred to a local psychiatric hospital in which I spent a
funhcr four v.'ceks. I remember not talking to nurses or the
Doctor, I did not trust them, and was then discharged. I then
went back to work thinking I didn't have a care in the world

and wouldn't havc to talk anymore about my problems. Oh how
Mong I was. I was re·admitted to hospital for a further five
weeks in which time I unburdened myself which was very
scary. It did not however solve my problems. I attended a psy-
chologist and at a later date a psychiatrist.

During this time I staned attending a group called
REACIIOUT. I think it was early in 1993. I did not see it as a
group at the time that would help me. it was just a place to go
and meet new people and make some friends. I remember feel-
ing really stupid and embarrassed sometimes doing whal they
called Drama Therapy. However, I am glad I did not throw in
the towel because, shortly after these sessions, members took a
lead part in the writing and development of our first play. To-
gether with a playwright we staned to get our experiences and
ideas onto paper and came up with a play called, 'Do You
_M_in_d_'.The whole experience from brainstorming ideas and ex-
periences, rehearsing the finished product and performing it in
front of an audience was totally amazing. I remember everyone
involved being very nervous before the performance. "will we
remember our lines, where and when to sit, stand and move
around etc.?" but everything went great. I just remember being
pan of something very special that day. what an achievement.
We performed a few more times then made the video.

Since then REACHOUT has produced two more drama produc-
tions.. KaleidoscoDe and Power To The PeoDle. Kaleidoscope
made me realise for the first time that I was actually dealing
with and expressing negative issues in my life. Something
strange that I hated about my own behaviour. feelings and
thoughts, but made me feel very positive because I was acting
and was not hurting anyone. Power To The People (a black
look at ECT), on the other hand, made me realise that I still had
a sense of humour, which you tend to misplace when you are
depressed. REACHOUT members also sat down individually
and Mote a statement of our feelings past, present and future at
music workshops with a volunteer musician who then put them
to music. I remember hating my song at the time, I didn't know
why, but it did prove to me that I could commlDlicate my feel·
ings, something I hadn't been keen to do before.

Looking back over the last several years. REACHOUT has
given me a lot of support and guidance. it has educated me. The
process has been painful and made me depressed at times. but it
has made me stronger, more confident and has made me more
aware of my thoughts, feelings and emotions. Which in tW11 has
made me more aware of other people's feelings. REACIIOUT
has enabled me to learn new skills and encouraged me to grow
and mature.
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Rhona's stor)'
The System - Rigbt or Wrong

Don't ask me to be compliant
Don't expect me to conform,

the fact of the matter is
I differ from the norm.

Examine your values. your social attitudes,
beware of the pitfalls

enrich the human good.

Take prejudice and banish it
forever from life's form.

Patience and understanding
let them become your norm.

Forever be complacent
and impotent to think.

Lest ambiguity strikes you
and drives you to the brink.

Counsel others wisely
gain knowledge on the way,
be respectful of their reality

give them space to find their way.

Does the mcssage reach you
are you resistant to the thought?
can you trust another's instinct?

or do you let it rot?

Imperfections on the system
constraints get in the way.

Teaches a harsh lesson
only one way to play.

Watch out
be careful what you say.

Carla's story
I joined REACHOUT as a final year student at a local Univer-
sity intending to do an evaluation research project. I used a va-
riety of research methods: document analysis; interviews with
members and workers; group interviews and. crucially, partici-
pant observation as a temporary member of REACHOUT.

We saw REACHOUT as providing a safe environment, where
we could meet, talk, share and explore past and present experi-
ences and emotionally charged feelings without fear ofrejec-
tion, stigma or marginality. We received and gave support,
made friends, felt less isolated and had fun. The expressive arts
we got involved in through REACHOUT encouraged us to find
alternative ways of looking at things, tt>generate and explore
ideas and to experiment. Through acquiring new skills. devel-
oping existing ones and meeting difficult challenges, we in-
creased our sense of achievement. self worth and accomplish-
ment. We increased our self-confidence, enhanced our self-
esteem, and became more assertive and less inhibited.

REACHOUT provided us with opportunities for making mean-
ingful decisions.. taking responsibility, undertaking and keeping
commitments to others and gave us a sense of involvement in
something bigger. Most important of all, REACHOUT gave us
opportunities to take positive action to bring about social
change to reduce stigma often associated with mental illness: to
educate; to raise awareness; to provoke reflection; to challenge
oppressive stereotypes and prejudices.

Our story· concluded
Together, literally taking our mental lives into our own
hands, we have positively and effectively communicated.
shared and dealt with issues important to our mental health,
encouraged and been encouraged., experienced solidarity,
expressed views and feelings, felt our own strength. felt
valued, gained confidence, supported one another. hoped,
laughed. listened, gained skills. respected others and felt
respected. understood and been understood, valued others
and been valued by others. In the face of adversity we
have learned who we are and what we are capable of.
From mad to madness celebrated, we have succeeded by
simply being part of something very special. Simply being
part of something very special.

Just Psychol~?
David Fryer

Stirling University, Scotland

Context
I acquired a taste for study only as I was leaving school and in
quick succession graduated with an Honours Degree in Psy-
chology, a Masters Degree in Philosophy and a PhD in Psychol-
ogy. I cannot truthfully say it was easy - as an apprentice
workaholic I worked long and hard. However, I enjoyed the
absorption of study and had a sense of effortless, inevitable pr<r
gress through so called 'higher education.

I was mostly bored and irritated by the triviality of experimen-
tal psychology but took it for granted, not really questioning
whether it could be any other way. Moreover, my critical atti-
tude seemed to serve me well and I graduated with First Class
Honours, quite a rare achievement at that College in those days.
Seeking less superficial intellectual engagement, I enrolled for a
Master's degree in Philosophy. I found this painfully difficult
and personally stressful. Initially I assumed this was a manifes-
tation of the difficulty of getting below the surface of things but
gradually came to see philosophy too as, for the most part, the
playing of 'glass bead games'. Intending to bring together what,
in my view at the time, were the best of both disciplines (but
retrospectively were possibly the worst), I began doctoral re-
search determined to bring together, and go beyond. philosophi-
cal semantics and empirical psycholinguistics. I ended up writ-
ing a thesis, Wheels within Wheels. which explored how simu-
lation related to psychological explanation and drew on the his-
tory and philosophy of science, sociology of knowledge and
artificial intelligence as well as psychology. After a successful
oral examination, my external examiner suggested I rewrite the
thesis for a publisher with which she was associated.
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Allhough I had a sense of having spent much of the previous
eight years in the academic equivalent of cryptic crossword so-.
lution. I still did not consciously consider changing tack. With a
good first degree. an M.A .• a PhD behind me and several publi·
cations in the pipeline. I had acquired a 'habit of success' and
took further academic 'achievement' for granted. I started 10
look for my first lecturingjob.

Experience ... and a ~ood job too?
Two and a half years later I was still looking. I had received
hardly a reply to my academic job applications. let alone inter·
views or an actual offer. I applied for scores of non-academic
jobs, usually getting no reply. occasionally being called for, and
failing at, interview. I sometimes found temporary. seasonal.
employment. When I could not find legitimate work. I supple-
menled my income with' infonnal' black economic activity.

Much of the time I was unemployed. however, signing on and
looking for 'work'. lIow did I feel? At first it felt like any other
vacation but, as time went by, I felt increasingly inlelltX:tually
ambivalent. emotionally uncomfortable and personally unsta-
ble. On the one hand. I experienced anxiety. shame. demoralisa-
tion. depression. guilt. insecurity. poverty. stigma and a perva·
sive sense ofpcrsonal failure. Vet. at the same time. I experi-
enced liberation. personal growth and social engagement.

These 'feelings' gradually became stronger and more polarised.
Letme give some examples. I detested queuing to 'sign on'. In
the parallel underworld of the 'dole office'. under the judge-
mental gaze of the officers and. in common with most of my
fellow claimants. I felt a mixture of personal shame. collective
outrage and defiant bravado. I was allowed to sign on by post as
I lived far fTomthe office. and did try it for a while. However.
this required getting a neighbour to counter-sign a fonn con-
firming I had not been 'working', I much preferred the defiant
collective shame of signing-on in the office to the individual
humiliation of facing up to the neighbour, As a second exam-
ple, I used to set my alarm clock to get up and make myself
'presentable' (i.e. as if just about to set off to look for ajob)
before the post arrived. There was really nothing for me to do
that early but I had a horror of having to open the door in a
dressing gown thus fulfilling the Sh..-rootypeof the unemployed
'Iayabout' in the eyes of the postal worker, who by then would
have been working for several hours.

On the other hand. although there was never enough money. I
hadan extensive social life revolving around pubs, I adapted to
subsistence living and simply took for granted having to man-
age without any money for several days after a heavy social
period, I worked hard to start up a local film society and was an
active branch member of a local political party. I found and de-
veloped unexpected skills. For example. someone local wanted
Ihe interior of his ocean going yacht refurbished. Through fi-
nancial necessity I talked my way into the job although I had no
experience of this sort of work at all and I do not recall ever
seriously contemplating the possibility offailure. After trying
out some of Ihe power tools to see what they did. I successfully
designed and fitted the entire interior: cladding walls and ceil-
ingswith timber. built storage cupboards. upholstered. insu-

lated. painted ctc. Although it is the disempo\\crmcnt by unem-
ployment and poverty I still recall most vividly. in some .•••ays. I
am less competent now than then. I no .•••.find it 'impossible' 10
do even the most basic of D-I- Vat home and. for example. re·
cently paid someone to put up some book shelves.

In the isolation of the Benefit Office. unemplo)ment seemed a
mortifying. humiliating and stressful curse for which I was per-
sonally to blame. Even my fellow drinkers seemed to be getting
jobs. What was .•••Ton£ with me? However. in the solidarity of
party meetings, I regarded unemployed people as the blameless
victims of right wing policies and global economic forces and
in the conviviality of the pub. emOIO\menl seemed a mug's
game and escape fTomthe rat race to pursue alternative life-
styles the goal. Subjectively my life was a white-knuckle theme
park ride.

I became preoccupied with my own complex and contradictory
experience. and the reactions of those impinging upon me. I
thought my physical health was deteriorating. I was sure I was
suffering bouts of depression and anxiety. I tried to make sense
of my experiences and observations through reading and think-
ing as well as through introspecting. observing and remember-
ing. My difficulties seemed, at least in part. 'psychological' yet
the more I thought about it the less relevant and insightful aca-
demic psychology seemed to be,

It was about this time that I saw a job advertised in a Social and
Applied Psychology Research Unit at a northern University do-
ing research into mental health consequences of unemployment.
I was demoralised, did not think I stood a realistic chance. had
no track record in applied or social psychology or even in em-
pirical research. was disillusioned with and alienated from aca-
demic psychology and expected that my years of unemploy-
ment would be regarded as a demerit. Vet the opportunity to
better understand the role of social and psychological processes
in what I had been going through and the potential eventual au-
Ihority and platfonn to make a difference were powerful mag-
nets,

I applied. To my delight and dismay I was called for interview
and. a few days later,l was offered the job. Initial disbeliefand
elation soon turned to trepidation and then dread and soon I was
in crisis. My self-confidence was shattl..-red. I did not think I
could handle the job. I vacillated between the rock of taking the
job and soon being revealed again as an incompetent vacuum
and the hard place of turning down the job and consigning my-
self indefinitely to the roller coaster of poverty stricken un- and
sub-employment.

I started the job a few weeks later. terrified and waiting for my
ignorance and incompetence to be discovered. 15 years. several
scores of refereed publications and some international recogni-
tion of my apparent contributions to the field later. I am still
waiting. knowing in my heart of hearts that it is only a matter of
time until my worthlessness is again exposed. The wounds of
unemployment go very deep and never entirely heal.
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Renf'Ctions
My outrage at the distress and damage caused by unemploy-
ment is still as strong as ever. Moreover, measures to 'support'
unemployed people, financially as well as in other ways, and
the proposed solutions, including re-employment in pathogenic
jobs, still seem to me in many ways as bad as, or indeed part of,
the problem. However, whilst I am still struck by the role of our
social arrangements in the causation of mental health problems,
I still do not regard people as mere ciphers of socio-structural
circumstances and have infinite respect for the phenomenologi-
cal complexity and practical resourcefulness of 'ordinary pe0-
ple'.

Many of above issues have been the focus of my subsequent
research. I hope that what I have nol done is selectively seek
out experience similar to my own and re-describe it in social
scientific jargon. What I hope I have done is use my own ex-
perience to ask non-narve questions, establish respectful re-
search relationships and fuel a determination to stick with this
important source of social pathology through funding fashion
and ideological attack.

Implications for theory and practice
Our social arrangements are pathogenic in many re-
spects
Most institutionally based psychology is irrelevant and
where it has relevance usually blames the victim
Victims of oppressive social arrangements have great
insight and strength as well as confusion and pain
Psychology without attention to subjectivity-in-context
is mere pU7zle solving
Social science devoid of social justice is morally bank-
rupt

To just study psychology is not to study just psychology.

RECENT CmlMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY ROOKS

The pa.<;t)ear has bel."J1quite pnKluetive for communiLY ps)'chologJ
textbooks and handbooks. Two ne.•••.lx.•oks and a 2ndedition ora
\\'idcly used texL have ht.-cnpuhlished .•••.ithin the past )ear. These in-
clude:

Duffy. K.G .. & Wong. F.Y. (2000). Communih Ds\cho]oi!'" (2ndcd.).
Boston: Allyn & Bacon.

Rappaport. J .. & Seidman. E. (Eds.) (2000). IJandbook ofcommunit\·
os\choI02\. New York: Plenum.

Scileppi. J.A.. Teed E.L. & Torres. R.D. (1999). Communih OS\-

cholo1!s: A common sense al1oroach to mental health. EnglcwOCld
Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Ilall.

In addition, a nc\\"text is scheduled for publicalion Ihis summer.
Community Ps\cholO1!\': l.inkinl.! Individuals and CommunitiL-s. b)
Maurice E]ia<;.Abe \\.'andersman and Jim Dalton. Texts. desk copies
and an instrul.."1or'smanual will he available trom v..!ad<;worth'I"homson
Learning in mid-July. The authors arc donaLing a portion of the TO)'al-
ties to SCRA. If you are interested in re-J.dingmore alxJUIits eontenls
and pedagogy. or have questions. send email toidl]ton.a.h1omnlll...I.1u.
Information also will be rx~ted at hllo:w\\w.\\adsworth,l1s\choIO!!\".
"'_Ill hy June I.

SCRA Members: Plea.~e let TCP know ifJ'oU
have recently authored a hook related 10

Community Psychology .'ill that the
information can be shared with the membership!

E:'>jIlANCING OUTCOMr$IN WOMEN'S IIEALTII: Tnonslal-
inR Ps)'chosocial and Behnioral Research into I»rimary Care,
Community In1en'l'ntions, and lIealth Policy

For All Studl'nls in Community and Rl'St'arch Action Programs

Allison Martin. the sLudent representative to the Council of Program
Directors in Community Research and AI..1ion(CPDCRA). is asking
for inLercsted studcnLS in CPCRA memtxT programs to serve as an
informational link hL1ween herself and the mcmbcr student lxKlil..-s.She
is searching for studenL l,;onLaetsfrom man) of the programs. The pur-
pose of the student contacts is to hetk'T oommunicaLe information be-
tween students of memher programs and the council. If you arc intcr-
ested. or know of soml.,<mewho might he. please send Allison the fo]-
lowing information: Name ofintercsted studenL. Name of student's
program. Student's telephone number. Student's email address. Contact
inltmnation: Alison J. Martin. StudenL ReprL"SentaLive.CPIX'RA.
CommuniL)' I}s)'cho]og) l}h.D. rrogram. lJni\cI:\ity of Missouri-
Kansa.<;City. 5319110lmes Road. Kansas City. MO 64110. phone:
&16.235.1067. lax; 1<16.235.1062. e-mail: ajmartin'q:cctr.umkc.edu. If
you arc unsure whether your program is a memtxT ofCPDCRA. please
fee] tree to contal..1Allison tiJr further information.

The American Psychological Association win C(mvene the third inLcr-
disciplinary conference on women's heahh. The cunference will he
held aLthe Ilyan Regem_")'Washington on Capito] Ilill in Wa.<;hington.
OC, on 0I..1oht.'T~-6. 2001 with Continuing Education Workshops held
on o....1oncr3. 2001. and during the conference.

CALL FOR PAPERS AVAILABI.E NOW! Continuing EducaLion
Workshop proposal deadline: June 30.2000. Paper. POSILT.and Sym-
posia prorxJSal deadline: September 1.2000. Conference Ohjcl.."1ives:I)
Highlight state-of-the-art psychosocial and behavioral rL'SeaTchin
women's health. 2) Idcntify evidence-based approaches in women's
health thaLtranslate psychosocial and heha,ioral research into primary
care. community interventions. and health po]k-y. 3) Identil)' research
thaL LTitically examines the currenL systems and strul..1urcs t<n hcahh
care delivery to women. and mtKlels thill promote patiL-nt-providLT
communications. support behavior change. and imprO\'e St..TViccdeliv-
ery. 4) Showcase multi-disciplinary approachcs in women's health.
particularly those that synthesi7.e psychology and Lheother sociaV
behavioral sciences. medicine. nursing. and puhlie health. 5) Identity
clinical and community-ba.~ed interventions that Lailor infOrmation to
the unique needs of diverse women. including age. S(x;ioeconomic
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~S:ta1:US:.~et~h:n:i:C:it:y.·n:·.:Sk~sta:t,,~s·.:se~x~ua~l:n~'~ie~n~ta~t~iO"n~.:m~an~·t"aJ~/",."I·a1"i·On·S"h·i·P··'~~~~J~ ••~~/~~.~~~/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!status: and rural/urban community oontcxt. 6) llighlight moods that ~ .•. P 4t .,.:t Doe. '"
effectively communicate scicntific findings in women's health and
their implications for prevention. early detection. and treatment. 7)
Identify efTcl.1i\'cpsychological and behavioral interventions imple-
mented in women's health care settings that reduce psychological dis-
tr~~ improve quality of life, and improve disease outcomes (e.g., ar-
tlmtls. cancer, cardiovascular disca.<;c.diabetes. auto-immune dis-
eases). 8) flighlight research that addresses the role of mental health
especially depression, in the risk. onset, course, and outcome of .
chronic and life-threatening illnesses atTecting women.

Requests fOrCall for PaJX.TS. Registration and Information to: Wesley
~. Baker, Conference Coordinator. American Ps}'chological Associa-
tlOO.750 first Stred. NE. Wa..,;hington. DC 20002-4242. Tel: 202·336-
612.0' Fa.x: 202-312-6490. Email: \\ baker'O'ana.on.!. Advance Regis-
tration (by 8/15/0 I): $300 regular attendees/presenters. $200 students:
Late/On-Site Registration: $375 regular attcmk'es/prcscnters.. S250
students. Onidal Conference Website: hno://\\,\w.aoo.orl!!oi/\\"DOI
nh(:3/\\hd.hUnl

The American Cancer Society Research Grants

The American Cancer Society is pleased to announce three new re-
search grants programs beginning in the year 2000: Research Scholar
Grants for Beginning Investigators. Research Scholar Grants II.)r
Ilealth Services and ilealth Policy and Outcomes Research. and Re-
search Scholar Gnmts in Psychosocial and Behaviorc1l Research. These
new grants replace the fhrmer American CanCl.TSodctv Research Pro-
jel..1Grants and provide increa'>ed funding and longer g;.ant pl.Tiods.
Research Scholar CJfants For Beginning Investigators otTer funding up
to $250.000 a year for a pl.Tiod of four years with an option for re-
newal.t~ an additional four years. These grant'> support basic. preclini-
cal. climcal. cancer control. or epidemiologic research proje(..1siniti-
ated by investigators in the first eight years of their independent re-
search careers.

Research Scholar Grants For Ilealth Services And Ilealth Policy And
Outcomes Research oncr funding up to $250.000 a year for a period of
four years. renewable fhr an additional four years. Tncse grants sup-
port research projtx.1Scentered on health services or health policy and
outcomes research that arc initiated by investigators at any stage of
their careers.

Research Scholar Grants In Psychosocial And Behavioral Research
provide up to $500.000 per year for tive .years with optional renewal
for an additional fi\'e years. These grdl1b are of1ered to independent
investigators at any stage of their C:a1\.'Crs:however. applicatilms in
which beginning rescarchl..TSare partncred with S'->Jliorinvestigators as
oo-principal imestigators are encouraged.

lXadlines lor these grants are April I and <A1ober 15. Only U.S. citi-
zens and permanent residents are eligiblc. Applications fi)r these three
new grants may be submitted ele(..1rnnically via the ACS website.
\\""·,canccr.ore.

The American Cancer Society is the largest private. not-for-protit
funding source for cancer research in the United States. The Society
funds numerous research and health professional training grdl1ts in
addition to these three new grants. For a complde listing and dt.'Scrip-
tions of all grants. full eligibility fI..'quiremt.>Jlt'>.grant policies. and ap-
plication thrms. please consult the American Cancer Society website at
\n\W.cancer.On!. Or call 404-329-7558 or e-maillrnUttslQ'cancer.ol1!.

Assistant Professor Position: Arizona State- Unive-rsity

The Program for Pre ••..ention Research and the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Ariwna State University is recruiting for an Assistant
Professor in child psychosocial epidemiology. The position is tenure
track and will involve a 50% research appointment in an NIMH funded
Prevention Research Center (see web-site for more info about the Cen-
ter: http://asuprc.asu.edu). and a 50% teaching appointment in a com-
patible academic d~ment such as sociolog)·. family studies. PS)'-
chol?gy or mathe~atl("'S. Essential funl..1ionsarc collaboration on pre-
ventIon research with children and families with faculty and students at
our Prevention Research Center. teaching graduate and undergraduate
classes in a compatible department. and developing a program of
funded prevention research with children. adolescents and families.

Qualifications Required: I) A l}h.D. or post-doooral training in epide-
miology. biostatistics or public health: 2) evidence of scholarly activity
or demonstrated interest in child. adolescent or family research; and 3)
demonstrated interest in collaborating in prevention research with chil-
dren, adolescenl~ or families. Qualifications Desired: Demonstrated
e••..idence ofa history ofim'ohement in prevention research with chil-
dren and families exposed to stressful situations. experience in re-
search on the evaluation of prevention trials or in epidemiologic stud-
ies of risk and protective factors for child and adolescent mental health
problems. Gencrallnformation: Salary is competitive and dependent
upon qualifications. Start date for the position is t1exible. but Fall of
2000 is prefem::d. ASU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer. Diversity among candidates is encouraged. Application
Deadline: April I. 2000 or the 1st of the month thereafter until tilled.
Application I)rocedure: Submit a letter of application describing )·our
research and teaching interests, a vita. reprints. and three letters of rec·
ommendation to Ir\\lin Sandler. Ph.D .• Chair, Epidemiology ~arch
Committee. Program for Prevention Research. Ariwna State Univer-
sit),. I},O. Box 876005, Tempe. AZ 85287-6005.

Associate Dirutor

The Institute for Families in Society at the University of South Caro-
lina seeks an Associate Oirtx.1or fi)r Research and Scholarship. Tnc
mission of the Institute is to enhance the well-being of tamilies
through culturally competent research. education. and consultation at
community. state, national. and intemationallevcls. The Institute is
comprised of22 faculty members and research associates. 8 technical
and administrative support staff. and 16 graduate research assistants.
The position of Associate Director imolves collaoordling with multid-
isci.rlina~ fa,--uhyto develop grant-fund,--d projects and produce publi-
catIOns tor scholarly and professional audiences. Expertise in commu-
nity organizations.. family policy, program administration. and work
with low-income populations is required. The position is a 12-month
appointment at the associate professor or professor level. Ph.D. is re-
quired Submit resume. three letters of reference. and one sample pub-
lication to: Search Committee. Institute for Families in Socit.'1v. Uni-
versity of South Carolina. Carolina Plaza. Columbia. SC 2920'8. Re-
\'iew of applications will continue until the position is filled 'l11e Uni-
\"ersity of South Carolina is an anirmative actiorVequal opportunity
emplo)'er. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply.
Elisabeth Shirl~y Enochs Endow~d Chair in Cbild Welfare Faculty
Position Announc~ment
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Thc=G~orgc= Mason Univc=rsity Social Work ProgrdITI is seeking a sen-
ior IcH:1 social "ork faculty m~mtx:r with strong acadc=mic crelkntials
in rescarch. tcaching. cxperience in child welfare. and knowledgc= of
Latin America to lead thc Center for Child Wdtare. Major resJXmsj·
hilities includc: teaching. grant de\elopmenl. regional n.'Scarch with
international collaborators in Central America. and developing pro-
grams for postgr<lI.!uatetraining in Central America. nus is a tenured.
12-month position. Requirements: MSW from a CSWE accrc=ditc=d
school: dot.1orate in sodal work or a closely related social science
field: wrinen and oml flut.oncyin Spanish. I}osition availahle Fall 2000.
Applications accepted until position fillcd. Salary is commensurate
with experience. Nominations and applications should tx: sent to: Dr.
Miriam S. Raskin. Chair; Enochs Scarch Committee:: Georgc=Ma ••on
University: -1400 Univc=rsity Dri\c= - MSN IF6;Fairfax. VA 22030-
4444. Gcorgc= Ma<>l.}oUniH ..Tsity is an aHirmative action/equal oppor-
tunityemploycr.

Assistanl Profnsor of Inl~~ralh'~ Siudies

New Century College (NCe) at Gt.>orgeMa.'mn University iD\"itcs ap-
plications fur a tenure track Assistant Professor of Integrati\c Studies
posilion. beginning August 2000. Applicants with any of the follow-
ing areas of expertise (discipline open) will he considered: 1) Commu-
nity studies and puhlic service; 2) Urban & suburban studies; or 3)
Conllil..1.resolution in communitk"S. Candidates mwa have a record of
demonstrated excelknce in teaching and scholarship; mu.'\t tx: commit-
ted to working in an intt.TdisciplinaT) setting; and must have a record
of curriculum dcvelopment. Experience working with diverse popula-
tions. COndUl.1ingcommunity-based research. and in community-based
non-profit organizations is strongly prdcrred. For tullest considera-
tion. applicants should send a cowr letter. CV. statements of teaching
philosophy and research interests. and three letters of recommc=ndation
to David Stevenson. Direl..1.or.Scarch Committee. MSN 5D3. New
Century College. ('.!CorgI.'Ma<>l.JDUni\"ersity. Fairfax VA.22030-4444.
Review of applications willlx:gin February,' 15th. 2000 and will con-
tinue until the position is filled. George Ma<><JDUniversity is an Af-
firmative Action/Equal Opportunity Emplo)er.

Posldoctoral F~lIowship

The Psychology Department at Bowling Grecn State Univcrsity has a
12·month. postdol..10ral fellowship position in clinicaUcommunity psy-
chology. with possible st."COnd)'ear renc=wal. Compctiti\c salary and
benefits package. Rcsponsihilitic=s include: I) I..Teatingor contrihuting
to clinicaUcommunity outreach programs in the J)sychological &nices
Center. the departmcnt's training clinic fix the doctoralleveJ clinical
program: 2) collat~)ra1ing with facuhyon community·oric=ntcd re-
search: 3) providing direct clinical services. Opportunities for undt.T-
grdduate teaching are also available. Interest in community work with
adults \-\-ithserious mental illness and their families is particularl)' de-
sirable. Clinical al.1ivitit:s will contrihute (() state licensure require·
ments. Applicants need to have completed all Ph.D. requirements and
clinical/community internship by August 2000. and have experience
working with community populations. Send vitae: statement of re-
search and community expt..Tience; 3 leners ofrecommc=ndation; gradu-
atc=transcript; and examples of published "ork to: Catherine Stein.
Pm.tdOl.1.oralFellowship Search Commiul..'t:. Psychology Dept. Howl-
ing Green State University'. Bowling Green. Ohio 43403..()183.

Policy Associal~ I'osilion in Chicago

FIGIIT CRIME: INVEST IN KIDS ILLINOIS is the state branch of a
national organir.dtion of police chje(~. sherin's. prosecutors and victims
of violence. The Illinois projel..1is a partnership with the Illinois Center
fl.)rViolcnce Prevention. As a public education and advocacy organi7.a-
tion. FIG! IT CRIME supports public investments in programs which

cut crime by helping kids get the right start in life. including qualit.y
child care. aller·sch(x)1 programs. and prevention of abuse and neglef.,1.
FIG I IT CRIME: INVEST IN KIDS ILLINOIS is in scarch of a full-
time policy a••sociate to D..1ntinuebuilding this campaign in Illinois,

Responsibilities: I) Research: Work with Illinois and national FIGIIT
CRIME stafT. leadt."J"ship.and Resource Council members to identify'
Illinois spedfic research needs that will advance organir.dtinnal polic)
recommendations. Produce rL"Searchreports consistent "ith those
nl..'Cd~. 2) Outreach: Participate in identifying and recruiting ne"
members in the law I..onforcementand crime survivor communities.
Work with mc=mbers to preJXU"eand schedule presentations. Represent
FIGIIT CRIME a••a speaker when called upon. 3} Nc=t"orking: Work
in collaboration with youth st.nice agencit.'S. state and local crime pre-
\ention and child advocaC)' organi7.ations. and state government oni-
cials to discuss. initiate. and monitor polk'}' and program initiatives
consistent with the evidence on what "orks to keep kids from b..:com·
ing l.Timinals. 3) Other ResfXmsibilities: Work with the rL"Stof the
stafTin O,x)rdinating legislative ad\'Ocacy and initiali\cs to garner me-
dia coverage emlrts f{)rFIGlrl' CRI~E and our issues.

Qualifications: The idcal candidate will have signilicant knO\\ ledge of
the issues facing children and youth as wdl as a dcmonstrated ability
to communicate complex public fX)licy issues in terms understandable
to the general public. l..egislative. organizing. and media expt.Tience
desirable. EXpcriLoncewith design and maintenance of O,lmputer data-
bases would also be desirable. Excellent writing and communication
skills required. Salary: Competilive. commensurate wilh experience.
includes benefits. To apply: Pka ••e mail. fax or email your resume.
co\'er letter. and 2 writing samples to our Illinois onice: FIGIIT
CRIME: INVEST IN KIDS ILLINOIS. Polic)' Associate Scarch. 22U
S. State. Suite 1215. Chicago. IL 60604. Fax: 312-922-2277. cmail:
disaal."Sonrg;icvp.org. FlGIIl CRIME is an equal opportunity em·
plo)'cr. 1}t.'Opleof color are strongly encouraged to apply.

Director of Evaluation Research

The Kansas Health Institute (Kill) ha'\ an immediatc= opening for a
direl..1.or of evaluation research. ResponsihilitiL"S include de\'eloping
and managing a d)1tamic fXlrtfolio of evaluation projet.1s. The candi-
date will work closely with otht."J"statl" dc=\eloping a o'Jmprc=hc=n••ive
strategy fI.Ifevaluating projel.1s funded by a local foundation. identify-
ing appropriate projel.1S for evaluation. de\eloping RFI's. coordinating
the review and sdCl..1ion of evaluation contrdl..1.ors.and lunctioning a'\
thc projcI..1otlicer fi.)rthe evaluations. In addition. thc candidate will
supervise and participate in evaluation research condul..1ed b)· Kill
stafl This position rcquirt."Shighly de\'elopcd interpersonal. communi-
cation and managerial skills. as the candidate will work closely "ith
multiple partnel"!i in carrying out their rcsfX}Osibilities.

Candidates should have a dOl.1.oral degrce or equivalent. significant
c=xpt..••.ience in cvaluation research. a strong background in research
design and multi-disciplinaJ')· research. strong writing skills. and c=xcel-
lent organi7.ational and administrati\'c= skills. Salary will he commen-
suratc= with experience and qualifications. In addition. the successful
candidate wi11receive gent.TOUShealth insurance. rdirement and other
fringe benelits. reloc<J.tion expenses. and rl.."Sources fix professional
devdopment.

Please submit a letter of application with curriculum vitae, names of
three references. and samples of written work to Robert St. l'dt.T. M.
D.. President. KanS<L~ Health Institute. 100 SE Ninth Stret.1. Third
Fl<x)r. Topeka. Kansa~ 66612·1212. Kill is an Equal Opportunityl
Atlinnative Action Employer.
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seRA MEMBERSHIP ApPLICATION
THE SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY RESEARCH AND ACfION

DIVISION 27 OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Tel. (405) 341-4960 I E-mail.scra@telepath.com.

on the web: http://www.apa.orgldivisionsldiv27

Name:
Inslilulion:
Address:
City:
ZiplPoolal code: _

Telephone:
E-mail:

Slale: _
Counlry: _
FAX: _

Do you want to ~ included in our membership directory? Sure ___ .No thanks

[ will pay the following dues: ___ $45 (professional member)
___ $35 (international, non-APA member)
___ $20 (student member)

Please indicate any Committees or Interest Groups you would like to join:

Women's Committee
__ Social Policy Committee
__ Aging

Children & Youth
Disabilities

__ Stress & Coping
Rural
Scboollnten'entioD

Racial and Cultural Affairs Committee
__ International Committee
__ Community Action
__ Community Health
__ Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Concerns
__ Prevention and promotion
__ Self-help & mutual support
__ Undergraduate Awareness

Are you a member of APA? no

If yes, are you? __ a fellow a member __ associate student

How did you find out about SCRA? Please tell us.

(Tbese nut two questions are optional.)

Wbat is your gender? female male

Wbat is your raceletbnicity? _

Signature of Applicant _

Please enclose a check or money order in US funds payahle 10 ~SCRA". Mail this page and your dues
paymenllo: Janel Singer, 1800 Canyon Park Circle, Bldg. 4, Suile 403, Edmond, OK 73013.
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About The C!_ ••I ~ '1.J Psychologist ••.

1IIe Community Psyt;hologist is published four times a year to provide information to members of the Society fOfCommunity Research
and Action (SCRA). A fifth membership issue is published every two years. Opinions expressed in The Community Psychologist are
those of the individual authors and do not necessarily reflect official positions taken by the Society. Materials that appear in The
Community Psychologist may be reproduced for educational and training purposes. Citation of the source is appreciated.

To submit copy to The C!••••• I , "1.J Psychologist:

Artides. columns, features. letters to the editor. and announcements shoold be submitted typed, double-spaced, and ac:companied by
an IBM double density computer disk to: Shelly P. Harrell, TCP Editor, Pepperdine University Graduate School of Education and
Psychology, 400 Corporate Pointe, Culver City, CA 90230. Submissions can also be sent via e-mail to: tcpscra@pepperdine.edu.
The Editor may be e-mailed directly at sharrell@pepperdine.edu.: phone (310) 258-2844: fax (310) 568-5755. DEADLINES: Summer
2000 issue: JUNE 16, 2000, Fall 2000 issue: SEPTEMBER 8, 2000, Winter 2001 issue: JANUARY 6, 2000.

Subscription Infonnation:

The Community Psychologist and the American Journal of Community Psychology are mailed to all Division 27 members. Students
and affiliates may join the SCRA and receive these publications by sending $20.00 for students and $45.00 fOf affiliates and members
to Janet Singer, 1800 Canyon Pari<Cirde, Bldg. 4, Suile 403, Edmond, OK 73013: e-mail.scra@lelepath.com. (Dues are per
calender year.) The Membership Application is on the inside back cover.

Change of Address:
Send address changes to Janet Singer, 1800 Canyon Pari<Cirde, Bldg. 4, Suite 403, Edmond, OK 73013: e-mail, scra@telepalh.
com. APA members should also send changes to the APA Central Office, Data Processing Manager for revision of the APA mailing
lists, 750 First St., N.E.,Washington, DC 20002-4242.
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